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U.S. soldiers sent 
to south Honduras 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
President Reagan is sending 
3,200 U.S. troops on an "emer- 
gency deployment" exercise to 
southern Honduras as a "mea- 
sured response" to the reported 
incursion of Nicaraguan forces 
into that country, the White 
House announced late Wednes- 
daynight. 
White House spokesman Mar- 
lin Fitzwater said the troops 
would leave Thursday morning 
but would not be deployed "to 
any area of ongoing hostilities." 
The White House statement 
was delivered in the press room 
shortly after 10 p.m. after a day- 
long series of meetings among 
President Reagan's national se- 
curity advisers. In the state- 
ment, Fitzwater did not say how 
long the forces would remain in 
Central America. 
Fitzwater said President 
Reagan ordered the action in re- 
rnse to a "cross-border incur- 
1 by Sandinista armed forces 
into Honduras from Nicaragua. 
"And at the request of the 
government of Honduras, the 
president has ordered the im- 
mediate deployment of an infan- 
try brigade task force consisting 
of two battalions of the 82nd Air- 
borne Division from Fort Bragg 
(N.C.), two battalions from the 
7th Infantry Division at Fort 
Ord, Calif., plus supporting 
units." 
He said they were being sent 
to an air force base in Honduras 
for "an emergency deployment 
readiness exercise." 
Even before the president's 
decision was announced, criti- 
cism arose. 
Rep. Edward Markey, 
D-Mass., said, "This is not the 
first time the president has 
made use of his military au- 
thority after he lost a vote on the 
contras. President Reagan's de- 
cision to send the 82nd Airborne 
to Honduras has more to do with 
politics than with American se- 
curity. It is an irresponsible in- 
volvement of American troops 
in the conflict in Central Amer- 
ica and an unwise escalation of 
tensions in that region." 
In his announcement, Fitz- 
water said, "In addition to its 
value as a test of the proficiency 
of our military units, this exer- 
cise is a measured response de- 
signed to show our staunch sup- 
port to the democratic govern- 
ment of Honduras, at a time 
when its territorial integrity is 
being violated by the Cuban- and 
Soviet-supported Sandinista 
army. 
"This exercise is also intended 
as a signal to the governments 
and peoples of Central America 
of the seriousness with which the 
U.S. government views the cur- 
rent situation in the region. The 
duration of this exercise has not 
been decided. The brigade task 
force will not be deployed to any 
area of ongoing hostilities/' 
Fitzwater said. 
North indicted by jury 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A federal grand jury to- 
day Indicted former national security adviser John 
Poindexter. Lt. Col. Oliver Northland two arms 
dealers on conspiracy charges in|" 
the diversion of Iranian arms 
sales profits to the Nicaraguan 
contra rebels. 
The long-awaited 23-count in-. 
dictment — which also named 
retired Air Force Mat. Gen. Ri- 
chard V. Secord and his business, 
partner, Albert Hakim -cul- 
minated a 14-month grand Jury 
investigation into the arms-for-  
hostages deals with Iran and the North 
diversion of profits to the Nicaraguan rebels at a 
time when Congress banned direct U.S. military 
aid to the contras. 
The indictment variously charged the defen- 
dants with conspiracy, theft of government prop- 
erty, obstruction of justice, false statements, falsi- 
fication, destruction and removal of documents. 
North was named in nine counts charging him 
with obstruction of Congress, making false state- 
ments, obstructing the presidential Inquiry into 
the Iran-contra affair in November 1988, and con- 
cealing, falsifying or destroying official docu- 
ments. 
Poindexter was named in two counts of obstruct- 
ing a congressional inquiry and two other counts of 
false statements. 
Hakim and Secord, among other things, were 
charged with conspiracy to pay illegal gratuities to 
North and his family to further the sale of arms to 
Iran so that Secord and Hakim "would continue to 
receive opportunities for substantial revenues and 
profits" from "lucrative activities referred to 
them by North and facilitated by him." 
This charge listed a series of two payments total- 
ing 116,000 to security expert, Glenn Robinette, 
who installed a security system at North's home in 
Great Falls, Va. 
The three counts in which all four were charged 
— conspiracy to defraud the United States and 
commit offenses against the government, theft of 
government property and wire fraud arising from 
the diversion of the arms sale proceeds — carry 
together maximum penalties of 25 years impr- 
isonment. 
Bill clarifies 
wage chaos 
•yJaradO.Wadtey 
staff reporter 
In order to prevent confusion among classified workers, 
Classifled Staff Council recently approved a clarification In 
performance evaluations and pay rates in Ohio House Bill 300. 
The clarification, which passsed by a count of 14-4), with three 
members abstaining, stated If House Bill 309 is adopted, classi- 
fied staff performance evaluations will be seen by the supervi- 
sor's boss and personnel. 
House Bill 306, which was approved by the state legislation 
three years ago, gives Ohio universities the authority to adjust 
wages. It does not affect vacation pay and holiday pay, which 
are under Civil Service. 
Chris Sexton, member of the 309 Committee and business 
manager at Channel 27 WBGU-TV, said before the vote some 
classified workers thought their performance evaluations 
would only be seen by the immediate supervisor. 
When it was time for pay raises, which are based on the su- 
pervisor's evaluations, an employee who did not get along with 
his supervisor could have received a bad evaluation despite a 
good performance, Sexton said. 
"It's a system of checks and balances. We (House Bill 309 
Committee) wanted to take out the uncertainty by letting the 
worker know where he stands," Sexton said. "We wanted to 
assure the person's performance was not being jeopardized by 
disagreements or conflicts with the supervisor?' 
Boo Krelenkamp, chairman of CSC, said another change ap- 
proved was the pay rate allowed by House Bill 301. Pay raises 
would be based on a percentage Increase from the current rate 
instead of the base salary, he said. 
For example, if an employee earns f 10 per hour but bis base 
salary was ft, he would receive a percentage increase from 
,10
" D See CSC, page 5. 
Hum drummer BG News/Rob Upton 
John Barnhart, Junior music education major, looks somewhat bored as he waits for his next part to play 
during orchestra practice yesterday afternoon In the Moore Musical Arts Building. Barnhart, who plays the 
timpani drums, is a member of the Bowling Green Philharmonia Orchestra and was participating in a 
rehearsal of the orchestra. The orchestra Is currently rehearsing for an April 10 concert which will feature 
the works of the student concerto competition winners. 
Student housing studied 
by Judy Immel 
assistant city editor 
The two Bowling Green neigh- 
borhoods having the most sub- 
standard housing are areas in 
which a large number of stu- 
dents rent, according to the re- 
sults of a recent housing survey. 
Those neighborhoods, and five 
others identified as priorities in 
the 1987 Exterior Housing Sur- 
vey, will be "actively" patrolled 
for violations at least once a 
year by the Wood County Health 
Department, according to Scott 
Heidenreich, assistant adminis- 
trator and former sanitarian. 
Citations will be written and 
followed through until problems 
are corrected or settled in court, 
Heidenreich said. 
The housing survey, made 
public last week, ranked the 13 
total neighborhoods in the city 
according to specific structural 
violations and the overall per- 
centage of houses in bad condi- 
tion. 
The 10 structural violations 
specifically checked Included 
foundations, roofs, windows, 
chimneys, porches and siding. 
For example, windows were judged substandard if, standing 
on the street, Heidenreich no- 
ticed missing glazing, rotting 
frames or broken panes on two 
or more windows. 
The six neighborhoods not 
identified as priorities will be 
checked by the health depart- 
ment on a complaint basis, as 
well as every 10 years when the 
survey is being done, Heiden- 
reich said. 
The worst neighborhood, both 
overall and in specific structural 
violations, was number nine, 
bordered on the north by East 
Wooster Street, on the east by 
South College and Scott Hamil- 
ton Drive and Manville Avenue, 
on the south by Napoleon Road 
and on the west by South Main, 
Washington and Prospect 
Streets. 
The second worst neighbor- 
hood was number two, bordered 
on the north by the city limits 
north of Poe Road, on the east by 
the airfield to Thurstin Avenue, 
on the south to East Wooster 
Street and on the west by Pros- 
pect Ridge and North Main 
Streets. 
Both of these areas contain a 
large number of rental prop- 
erties where students live. Hei- 
denreich said these neighbor- 
hoods also contain many of the 
city's older houses, built before 
These two neighborhoods also 
had a large number of ripped 
garbage bags and other littering 
problems,   Heidenreich  said. 
which will be carefully checked 
during the patrols. 
Heidenreich said tenant abuse 
of property contributes to the 
substandard housing in Bowling 
Green. 
"A lot of the landlords don't 
fix up these places because the 
tenants turn around and destroy 
them," Heidenreich said. 
□ See Housing, page 7. 
Committee to 
mend housing 
by Judy Immel 
assistant city editor 
An informal city committee 
is searching for ways to regu- 
late occupancy and enforce 
ordinances in student hous- 
ing. 
The committee, headed by 
councilman Don Pond, has 
met several times to discuss 
the possibility of implement- 
ing a one-time registration 
system for landlords or ten- 
ants, according to municipal 
administrator Wes Hoffman. 
"This is a broad attempt to 
improve housing conditions in 
Bowling Green," he said. 
"We're trying to make dwell- 
ings more livable, especially 
for students who may live in 
substandard housing." En- 
forcing zoning codes is diffi- 
cult because changes in the 
code are not retroactive, that 
is, they do not apply to those 
properties already being ren- 
ted when new laws are pass- 
ed, Hoffman said. 
"It is getting increasingly 
difficult to go hack and find 
out what was done because 
landlords are moving away or 
dying," he said. 
"A registration system 
would give us a point of de- 
parture for the next few de- 
cades; we would know what is 
happening now." 
3 See Registration, page 7. 
Thursday News in Brief 
□Taxes ire now certain for financial 
•Id. too, see story page three. 
□ Senior cltliens get help with their 
taxes — thanks to an accounting frater- 
nity, see story page four. 
□ Wood County bridges are In dire 
straights, see story page six. 
□The BO women's basketball team 
fall two points short In Its first round of 
the NCAA tournament, see story page 
tan. 
Campus buildings lose heat 
The low temperatures typical of a Bowling 
Green winter were found not only outside Wednes- 
day, but also Inside seven campus buildings. 
Offenhauer East and West, Physical Sciences, 
Life Sciences, Math Science, Psychology and the 
Industrial Education and Technology buildings all 
lost both heat and hot water fromT0:30 a.m. to 4 
p.m., according to Jim Romaker, plumbing super- 
visor In Plant Maintenance and Operations. 
The problem was a result of a broken pipe In the 
tunnels below the campus, Romaker said. 
"We had to shut off the heat in order to fix the 
pipe," Romaker said. 
However, the loss of heat caused few problems, 
according to Joette Siertle, assistant hall director 
of Offenhauer West 
"The building is insulated, so the temperature 
didn't drop any lower than 56 degrees." she said. 
"Most students didn't even know what was going 
on." 
Janice Fair, junior secondary education major, 
said it was cold In Offenhauers lobby, but In her 
room on the second floor, the temperature drop 
was barely noticeable. — by Beth Church 
Irish hold St. 'Potty's' Day 
KILKENNY, Minn. (AP) - Residents of this 
village, settled 131 years ago by Irish 
homesteaders, celebrated St. Patrick's Day a bit 
early with their decidedly un-Irish tradition i toilet 
bowl racing. 
To the cheers of 100 onlookers Sunday, two-time 
champion Dan-ell Knish downed a cup of beer and 
1 on a bowl perched on plywood and bicycle 
His trophy? A toilet seat cover with the names of 
the winning team members scrawled on the back. 
» 
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Landlords should 
repair properties 
Off-campus students often joke about living in 
the "student slums." 
Unfortunately, this is not far from the truth in 
some cases. 
The results of a housing survey showed that 
neighborhoods with a large number of student ren- 
tals had the highest incidents of substandard nous- 
Landlords are reluctant to maintain these prop- 
erties because they believe the tenants abuse them. 
Many times, this is the case. 
Students justify the wanton disrespect they show 
for their rentals because the dwellings serve only 
as temporary shelter. This attitude makes it easy 
for students to put up with substandard housing and 
to regard the damage they do to the properties as 
unimportant. 
But long-term residents, who have watched their 
neighborhoods deteriorate over the last 10 years, 
believe this is a very important issue. Besides 
interior damage, many of these rentals have a 
large number of ripped garbage bags and other 
outdoor littering problems which affect everyone. 
Therefore, there is talk of "active" patrolling for 
violations, increased enforcement of the zoning and 
health code laws and even evicting students who 
are destroying the properties. 
These actions would be taken in an effort to make 
rentals and the neighborhoods surrounding them 
more liveable, especially for those students who 
live in substandard housing. 
It is time for students to take responsibility for 
themselves. Tenants should demand that landlords 
maintain their properties and insist that their 
roommates respect their homes. 
If it's broken, fix it. 
A letter to Hallmark Inc. 
Irene Brentworth-Toadflax 
Vice President, New Ideas 
Division 
Hallmark Greeting cards, Inc. 
Indianapolis, IN 
Dear Ms. Brentworth- 
Toadflax: 
As enterprising young Ameri- 
cans who are always on the loo- 
kout for marketable ideas, we 
are writing to suggest that you 
expand your list of holidays for 
which cards can be purchased. 
While we applaud you on your 
Kresently formidable array of 
Dlidays, ranging from Ground- 
hog Day to St. Patrick's Day to 
Grandparents' Day to Columbus 
Day, we feel compelled to point 
out some rather startling gaps in 
your list. 
Our proposal addresses both 
your practical interest in 
expanding   your  market  and 
Cir civic concern for educating 
general public. You are well 
aware of most Americans' ig- 
norance of history beyond last 
Tuesday and their indifference 
towards literature other than 
aerobic workout books. This 
woeful lack of interest in the 
past and in the great writings of 
mankind cries out for a remedy. 
We are convinced that Hallmark 
can be the agent of great change 
in our society, a change that will 
mean vastly increased capital 
for your corporation and signifi- 
cantly diminished ignorance in 
our nation. 
Following is a list of five new 
special days for which we feel 
cards should be produced. For 
each of the five, we offer a proto- 
type for the lines of verse. 
By Bruce Edwards 
A Word in Edgewise 
Pater Schreff ler 
1) Ides of March Day (March 
IS)- The great Roman emperor 
Julius Caesar was assassinated 
by his unfaithful friend Brutus 
on this fateful date in history. 
Can we let this event remain 
forever enshrouded in the 
drapery of the past? We hope 
not. 
A sample of verse: Greetings, 
friend. /On this day, / The an- 
niversary of that awful, awful 
day / When Caesar lay in a pool 
of blood, /1 could not resist tell- 
ing you that I'm grateful / That 
you've never stabbed me in the 
2) Franz Kafka's Birthday 
(July 31)- Few writers could 
chill the nerves and titillate the 
mind like Franz Kafka. This 
immensely skillful author of 
surrealisitic, macabre fiction 
should be regularly re- 
membered on the date of his 
birth. 
A sample of verse: Your 
tongue clinging as a tapeworm 
to the roof of your mouth, / 
Your flesh hanging in old, vellow 
sheets from your bones, /Your 
eyes oozing filaments of pasty 
tears, / Your breath reeking of 
rotten barley grain, /... Have a 
happy Franz Kafka Day! 
3) TJS. Eliot's Birthday (Sep- 
tember 26)- A Nobel Laureate 
poet who won the praise of 
critics across the globe, Eliot 
should not slide into the waste- 
basket of literary history. Hall- 
mark can revive the nation's 
and the world's memory of this 
great artist with a few smartly 
designed commemorative 
cards. 
A sample of verse: Should I 
write a long, tedious missive, / 
For you to paste up on the great 
clipboard of your perspicacious 
mind? / Or should I wear my 
trousers rolled, / And dance 
pied a pied avec un oiseau? / Je 
ne sais pas, / Helas, je ne sais 
pas. 
4) Canadian Thanksgiving 
(October 10)- Our good friends 
to the north, in the country that 
has produced Michael J. Fox, 
Paul Shaffer, Gordon Lightfoot, 
and some of this nation's finest 
university presidents, cannot 
continue to go unheralded in the 
card shops of the land. 
A sample of verse: Just think- 
ing of you the other day / as I 
was defrosting my freezer / 
And I iust had to let you know / 
I'm on so thankful I'm not a 
Canadian. 
5) Guy Fawkes Day (Novem- 
ber 5)- On this date long, long 
ago, a disgruntled young man 
named Guy strolled nonchalan- 
tly into the English Parliament 
with a cask of gunpowder under 
his arm. When a curious mem- 
ber of the House of Lords in- 
quired as to his intentions, he 
quietly responded, "I'm going to 
blow this place to Kingdom 
Come." The shocked legislator 
pounced on Guy, wrestled him to 
the ground, and walked him 
back outside, from whence Mr. 
Fawkes quietly drove off in a jitney. Thus, one of the potentia- 
lly most violent acts of trea- 
chery was nipped in the bud. 
Can we. as a former British co- 
lony, allow the anniversary of 
this event to pass unnoticed in 
the card racks? 
A sample of verse: When you 
get angry, don't blow your top. / 
Remember that nobody likes an 
old. grumpy grop. / So hum a 
little song and eat a piece of pie, 
/ Cause you don't want to act 
like mean Mr. Guy. 
We trust you will see the 
promise of our proposal and will 
seriously consider these sugges- 
tions as you plan for your 1989 
line of cards. 
Cordially, in the service of our 
nation, 
Peter H.Schreffler 
Bruce L. Edwards. 
SchrefQer is a teaching fellow, 
and Edwards is an associate 
professor in the Department of 
glish. 
Bible gives answer to man's deepest need 
By Dave Brandts 
Scott Cunningham's letter to 
the editor on March 4, 1988 at- 
tacked Chris Pfreim and Patti 
Belitz for believing in moral ab- 
solutes. 
It was interesting to me how 
Scott, who called for people to 
accept all philosophies and 
value systems regardless of 
what they are, could himself be 
so intolerant of the beliefs of 
Pfriem and Belitz. If Scott truly 
believes in pluralism, he should 
accept the views of Pfriem and 
Belitz. Yet, Scott called them 
fanatics for believing that there 
are universal moral laws that 
should govern every person's re- 
lationship with other people and 
with God. 
Scott contradicts himself by 
criticizing people who believe in 
Letters 
absolutes because he himself 
demonstrated that he believes in 
at least one absolute. He abso- 
lutely believes that there are no 
absolutes. This hypocritical phi- 
losophy of life is called human- 
ism. If there is no God, there is 
no authority to determine right 
or wrong. Since every man is 
fallible, no man has the right to 
tell another what is correct be- 
havior. While the Bible gives the 
Ten Commandments as an abso- 
lute standard of what is always 
right and always wrong, huma- 
nists would say premarital sex 
is good for those that feel it is 
good. They would say lying is 
fine if it is what you want to do. 
In fact, if they are consistent 
with their reasoning, they would 
not be able to say that murder is 
always wrong. I have a feeling, 
however, that if someone was 
pointing a gun at Scott and was 
ready to kill him, he would sud- 
denly become a believer of 
moral absolutes. 
Not only is the humanistic phi- 
losophy full of hypocrisy, ft is 
also void of logic. While Scott 
appealed to the emotions by im- 
plying that Pfriem and Belitz 
are lunatics and fanatics, he 
failed to say why moral abso- 
lutes are wrong and that those 
who adhere to moral absolutes 
are dangerous. Rather it is those 
who do not believe in absolute 
moral laws that are dangerous 
because their behavior cannot 
be predicted. Sjch people are 
guided only by their passions. If 
they desire something that does 
not belong to them, they can 
steal it without having to answer 
to anyone. 
If Hitler were in control of the 
United States today, I would re- 
fute and fight his actions be- 
cause the Bible condemns such 
behavior. A humanist, if he is 
consistent in his reasoning, 
would not be able to condemn 
Hitler because in humanistic 
thinking, each man must be al- 
lowed to do what is right in his 
own eyes; he is not accountable 
to God. 
The wisdom of God's law also 
exposes the humanistic philoso- 
phy's lack of reasoning. One 
need only to read through the 
Ten Commandments to realize 
that if every person in the world 
obeyed every one of those com- 
mandments there would not be a 
single problem on the face of the 
earth. There would be no rape, 
no wars, no divorce, no abortion, 
no crime, and no other problem 
that is plaguing the world today. 
Not only does the Bible give 
guidelines by which mankind 
could enjoy life to the fullest, but 
it gives an absolute answer to 
man's deepest need. That need 
is to be restored to a relationship 
with God that was lost because 
of sin. 
I came to a point in my life 
where I realized that not only 
were the world's problems 
caused by mankind ignoring or 
forsaking God's laws, but that 
my personal unhappiness was 
caused by my personal disobe- 
dience. I also saw that sinning 
against God's law required that 
a penalty must be paid. That 
penalty was separation from 
God, death on earth and for all e- 
ternity, in what the Bible calls 
hell (Romans 6:23). 
I found that God had become a 
man, Jesus Christ, and that 
Jesus suffered the penalty for 
my sin on the cross. Most impor- 
tantly, God said I need only to 
Eut my faith in Christ and what 
B did on the cross for me to 
restore my relationship with 
God. Although I have disobeyed 
a lot of God's commands, I 
obeyed the command to receive 
Jesus Christ as my personal sav- 
ior. I am a happy man today be- 
cause I obeyed. 
I could have tried many philo- 
sophies and religions to get to 
God but Jesus said that He is the 
only way. Jesus said in John 
14:6, "I am the way, the truth 
and the life; no one comes to the 
Father, but through me." 
Brandts is a University grad- 
uate. 
Delta Tau Delta ad for 
date party was sexist 
To the members of Delta Tau 
Delta Fraternity regarding your 
advertisement for your date 
party on March 11, 1988: It was 
beautifully done except for one 
thing...some of the names of 
your dates. It's a shame you 
guys think you're so funny in us- 
ing names with sexual connota- 
tions such as Linda Lovelace, 
Tiffany Swallows and Tonya 
Dyke, just to name a few. Not to 
mention the ones I probably 
didn't catch. Now fell me, 
"men," what's the purpose? No 
wonder non-Greeks get such a 
bad impression of Greeks. I'd 
say that Delta Tau Delta is far 
from an outstanding chapter, 
having such a sexist attitude. 
Next time, think about the PR 
you present to the entire cam- 
pus, not to mention of yoursel- 
ves. I apologize to those that 
were not so offensive and those 
who could only take one date. 
Signed, 
"Some Sorority Chick" 
(name withheld) 
Editorial on 'F permit 
was crude, insensitive 
Over the years I have general- 
ly found The BG News editorial 
comments to be apt and 
reasonably argued, but I am 
outraged at the irresponsibility 
of your March 8 editorial con- 
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cerning City Council's decision 
to deny an r,F" liquor permit to 
the Theta Chi fraternity. 
I note in passing your utter 
lack of attention to the concerns 
of other, non-student residents 
of the community. (The same 
imbalance in your news article 
on page 1 is an even worse jour- 
nalistic fault.) 
However, the truly appalling 
thing about your editorial is its 
threatening tone, a tone with 
which you essentially invite the 
students of this University to re- 
taliate against the Bowling 
Green community (which 
means, in effect, against many 
members of this University as 
well) with an alcohol-based, 
Manville Madness type affair. 
In my opinion, your editorial 
is crude, insensitive and dan- 
gerous. Please reconsider and 
retract. 
Lester E. Barber 
Dept. of English 
Editor's note: The News 
stands by the editorial. 
SOCKDV DRVID HARRIS 
Respond 
The BG News editorial 
!>age  is  your  campus 
orum. 
The News reserves the 
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Financial aid is taxable 
New rule requires report of scholarships, grants, loans 
by Tim Buth 
staff reporter 
Students attending school on 
scholarships, grants or fellow- 
ships may be forced to include 
these funds in their taxable in- 
come under the new tax laws for 
1967, said an Internal Revenue 
Service spokesman. 
Rollie Woods, the Public Af- 
fairs Officer of the Cleveland 
district IRS office, said schol- 
arships received after Aug. 16, 
1986, are judged to be taxable 
income under a new set of 
criteria. 
"Students receiving schol- 
arships need to understand 
these tax changes because this 
income is taxable on returns 
that are being filed now," Woods 
said. 
According to Woods, schol- 
arship income awarded after 
that date must be reported on 
annual income tax reports: i .By 
part-time students not enrolled 
"This income is taxable on returns that 
are being filed now." 
-Rollie Woods, IRS spokesperson 
in a formal degree program. 
DBy students receiving schol- 
arships that are applied to room, 
board, and incidental expenses. 
By graduate teaching assis- 
tants who have received a 
scholarship or grant which rep- 
resents compensation for past, 
present, or future services to be 
provided. 
Woods said scholarships 
awarded to students who are de- 
Sree candidates are not taxable 
they are applied to tuition, 
fees, supplies, books and equip- 
ment. 
Part-time students receiving 
scholarship money while not 
pursuing a degree must report 
all scholarship funds as taxable 
income, Woods said. 
"They used to be able to ex- 
clude from their income up to 
$300 of scholarship or fellowship 
income each month," he said. 
Some graduate teaching assis- 
tants on scholarship prior to the 
new tax laws had been able to 
exclude parts of their schol- 
arship that had represented 
compensation for teaching or 
research, according to Woods. 
"Under the new law, all pay- 
ments for services are included 
in income even if the service is a 
condition of receiving the 
grant," Woods said. 
Determining the amount of 
scholarship money to be in- 
cluded on a student's annual in- 
come is not always an easy task, 
he said. 
"No W-2 is issued with a 
scholarship or grant. A student 
must determine his or her 
amount of scholarship income to 
include in the annual filing on 
their own or with the help of 
their University,"Woods said. 
Conrad McRoberts, the Uni- 
versity director of Financial 
Aid, said all inquiries concern- 
ing the inclusion of scholarships 
in taxable income under the new 
tax laws are being referred to 
the IRS or an individual tax con- 
sultant. 
"Students should have copies 
of their award letters. This tax 
system is too new, for us in the 
Financial Aid office, to be trying 
to interpret IRS regulations. Our 
concern is to not put out misin- 
formation," McRoWtssaid. 
Woods said students with 
questions regarding the inclu- 
sion of scholarships on their an- 
nual filing should aquire a copy 
of IRS publication 520, "Scho- 
larships and Fellowships," by 
dialing 1-800-424-3676 or 
1-800-424-1040. 
Electric is out 
this weekend 
byJaredO.Wadley 
staff reporter 
Several University buildings will be without electricity this 
weekend because new cable will be installed in the Business 
Administration's $3.65 million addition. 
James Adler, supervisor of Plant Operations and Mainte- 
nance electric shop, said electricity will be turned off to allow 
electricians to connect the Business Building's existing cable 
and new cable to the Education Building's power circuit. 
Since the existing cable is connected to the Jerome Library's 
circuit, another outage for electricity would overload both cir- 
cuits, Adler said. 
"we're connecting the new cable to the Education Building's 
circuit to make it a lighter load. This will equal out the load 
(between the Business Adminstration Building and Jerome Li- 
brary ) and balance it better," he said. 
Between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. Saturday, electricity will be tur- 
ned off in the Eppler Complex, Hayes Hall, Physical Sciences 
Building, Prout Hall, and sorority houses on Ridge Street. 
From 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. Sunday, Jerome Library, Health 
Center, Moore Musical Arts Center, Student Recreation 
Center, Student Services Building, and several fraternity 
houses next to the library. 
Also on Sunday, the Business Administration Building and 
the Education Building will be without electricity from f a.m. 
to 11 p.m. 
D See Electricity, page 4. 
1  
Annual cuts force 
theater department 
to hike ticket prices 
by Elizabeth Kimes 
staff reporter 
I 
The University theater department is in- 
creasing ticket prices and changing the pro- 
duction dates of its shows in an attempt to 
meet rising costs. 
According to Allen Kepke, chair of the 
theater department, the ticket price in- 
crease is the first in eight years. 
"The University has been unable to in- 
crease operating budgets," Kepke said. "We 
have had to, in essence, face an annual cut to 
meet the rising cost of business." 
Starting nextyear, the price of a ticket for 
shows done in Eva Marie Saint Theater will 
rise from $4 to $6 for adults, and from $2 to $4 
for students and senior citizens. Musicals 
done in the theater will see a $3 increase to $8 
and $6 respectively. 
Productions done in Joe E. Brown Theater 
will increase from $1.50 to $3 for all seats. 
Kepke said the present general admission 
seating in the theater will be changed next 
year to reserved seating. 
Elsewhere Productions, which are plays 
done outside of the two conventional 
theaters, will rise to $2 from $1.50 and re- 
main general seating. 
"We're still a cheap date," Kepke said. 
"Prices are generally below or the same as 
the cost of a movie." 
Change will also take place in the dates of 
productions, he said. 
Currently, shows in Eva Marie Saint 
Theater run Thursday, Friday and Saturday 
for two consecutive weeks. Joe E. Brown 
and Elsewhere productions run for one week 
from Wednesday through Saturday. 
Kepke said the new format is "more a la 
Broadway week." 
"We questioned the value of doing that 
number of performances when we don't 
need them," he said. 
Two plays are done each semster in Eva 
Marie Saint Theater. Next year, the per- 
formance dates of the first plays done each 
semeaver in the theater will remain the 
same. Yet the second productions of the 
semesters will be performed for one week, 
running Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, and a 
matinee and evening performance on Satur- 
day. 
In Joe E. Brown and Elsewhere Produc- 
tions, plays will be performed Wednesday, 
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday evenings 
with a Sunday matinee. 
Kepke said the matinees might be attrac- 
tive to senior citizens who do not like to go 
out at night and to students who have con- 
flicts with the evening performances. 
"We are trying to meet some different 
needs of the audience and our own income 
needs at the same time," Kepke said. 
•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■■■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■■■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•I 
MAKE RESPONSIBLE DECISIONS ABOUT    I 
DRINKING AND DRIVING 
rMK 
SIGN UP IN THE UNION FOYER TODAY 
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SEND your special 
some Bunny 
an Eastergram from UAO! 
Thursday & Friday, March 17 & 18 - Union Foyer 
Monday & Tuesday, March 28 & 29 - Math Science Lobby 
• Your message and Reese's Peanut Butter Egg will be 
delivered on campus and to Off Campus Mailboxes 
Wednesday, March 30. 
ONLY 50$ 
Brought to you only by 
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Frat will aid 
safe 'return' 
by Beth Church 
staff reporter 
"Preparing" for the "annual 
return' on April 15, several 
University students have vol- 
unteered to work on the tax 
forms of Bowling Green senior 
I citizens. 
The University chapter of 
Beta Alpha Psi, a national acc- 
' counting fraternity, is responsi- 
ble for this volunteer program, 
according to Lawrence Kowal- 
ski, assistant professor of ac- 
counting. 
Kowalski, who has directed 
the program for 10 years, said 
five or six members of the club 
prepare senior citizens' tax re- 
turns for no charge, under his 
supervision. T
'It's directed toward older or 
low-income people who can't get 
professional help," Kowalski 
Mid. 
The students work every other 
Wednesday afternoon during 
February, March and April at 
the Wood County Senior Citizens 
Center, he said, helping about 60 
people each year. 
"I think the students enjoy 
sharing their time. We have re- 
gulars who come back to us 
every year — it's very reward- 
ing," he said. 
Kowalski said the student-run 
program is based on a national 
program, Volunteer Income Tax 
Assistants. Senior accounting 
majors who have taken the 
400-level federal taxation course 
are eligible to be volunteers, he 
said. 
Steve Ivory, senior accounting 
major and chairman of the 
fraternity's University Projects 
Committee, said he believes the 
job is Important and rewarding. 
"We're a service organization 
— we want to help out in the 
community," Ivory said. "So 
you're really under pressure to 
do your best. But, it's great to 
figure out that someone gets 
money back." 
However, there have been 
problems with people who can 
afford a professional accountant 
using the program, Kowalski 
said. 
"We don't want to antagonize 
the community, but we don't 
want people who are in need get- 
ting pushed out of the way, he 
said. 
Overall, both Ivory and Kow- 
alksi said they are pleased with 
the success of the program. 
"We don't do this for recogni- 
tion or praise. It's just a good 
thing to do — helping people," 
Kowalski said. 
Steve Fleming, senior accounting major, looks over the tax forms of 
Bowling Green resident Edward Kern yesterday afternoon at the Senior 
Citizens Center on North Main Street. Fleming was taking part In the Vol- 
unteers for Income Tax Assistance program sponsored by the Accounting 
BG News/Rob Upton 
Club and Beta Alpa Psi, the accounting honorary. Kern said he usually 
does his own taxes but the new tax forms for this year left him a little con- 
fused. 
Electricity  
3 Continued from page 3. 
The job could have been done 
in one day, but a group had 
already reserved the Student 
Recreation Center Saturday, 
Adler said. 
Adler said the power outage is 
also being done this weekend 
because it wouldn't jeopardize 
University personnel's work, 
and "students being on break 
made it a good time to do it." 
He added that he does not an- 
ticipate any problems. 
WASHINGTON CENTER INTERNSHIP 
AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE 
HOW TO WRITE MIR OWN 
LOW INTEREST LOANS 
■ 
Jain the party! 
Start celebrating St. Patrick's Day this Sunday at 
CAMPUS POLLYEYES 
& 
with Amateur Night and Irish beer specials. 
Open microphone all week long with the best 
acts receiving o special prize. Irish music every 
night and the Sex Beatles on Thursday, Make 
St. Patrick's Doy another excuse to party at 
Pollymyt with green beer specials, pints of 
Guinness, the Friendship Game, ond 2-4 
drawings each night with the winner receiving a 
Spring Break t-shirl or beoch towel from 
11 hii nu ns 
•«»■*«> j,0 
—CHARLESTOWN= 
APARTMENTS 
MID AM MANOR 
Choose from choice apartments within 
walking distance to campus Summer 
1988 and 1988-1989 school year. 
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or 
unfurnished, gas heat & water included, 
air conditioning 
Resident Manager, 
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G. 
352-4380 
USE YOUR HOME EQUITY To QUALIFY 
FOR $10,000 OR MORE- WITHEXECUUNE 
ALL FEES WAIVED. 
TAX DEDUCTIBLE INTEREST. 
NO WAITING FOR APPROVAL. 
PRIME PLUS 2-3% INTEREST. 
EASIER MONEY MANAGEMENT. 
Execuline is the pre-approved 
personal line of credit thai lets you 
authorize your own loan, simply by 
writing a check for $300 or more, 
up to your predetermined credit 
limit. 
With Execuline you no longer 
need to complete separate loan 
applications every time you wish to 
borrow. You simply sign your own 
special Execuline checks for $5,000, 
$10,600, $15,000 or more - for 
investments, special purchases, tui- 
tion, vacation, medical bills... or 
whatever personal credit need arises 
What's more, changes in tax laws 
may make the interest on this per- 
sonal line of credit deductible. And 
you can enjoy all these Execuline 
advantages at impressively low inter- 
est rates. You'll pay just prime rate 
plus two percent for an Execuline 
secured with a certificate of deposit, 
real estate, stocks or other market- 
able securities; and prime rate plus 
three percent for an unsecured 
Execuline. 
Finally Execuline helps you sim- 
plify your money management with 
monthly statements listing any new 
loans, payments, your total available 
1032 North Main St. • Bowling Green, Ohio • .551-1592 
credit and the minimum payment 
currently due each month. 
ACT NOW AND SAVE OVER 
$150.00 IN FEES. 
Apply for Execuline before March 
31, 1988 and we'll waive over 
$150.00 in processing fees along 
with the $30.00 annual fee for 1988. 
To apply for your pre-approved 
personal line of credit or to obtain 
more information, |ust stop by your 
nearest Fifth Third banking center 
today. 
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BG students learn 2nd language 
by Amy Reyes 
reporter 
"Menya covat Jonny, poshi 
egrent," or in English, "Hello, 
my name is Johnny, let's go 
Student s in six Bowling Green 
City Elementary Schools are 
working toward bridging the 
gap between the United States 
and the Soviet Union, as well as 
between their culture and others 
by learning a second language, 
according to Tim Pogacar, local 
director of the Ohio Elementary 
Foreign Language Project. 
Courses in Russian, Japanese, 
Spanish, German and French 
have been added to the elemen- 
tary school curriculum, but only 
on a voluntary basis, he said. 
The program has been made 
possible through a cooperation 
between the University and the 
city, Pogacar said. The project, 
which is funded through a fed- 
eral education grant, includes 
courses taught by University 
students. 
Learning a second language is 
a trend which is sweeping the 
nation, he said. Children from 
grades two through eight are 
fascinated by foreign languages. 
But why would an American 
want to learn Russian? It is not 
exactly  a  nationally  growing 
BG News/Mark Thalman 
Some of the 19 students in the Spanish class raise their hands to answer a question. Kelly Sizemore relies on 
games and visual activities rather than textbooks to teach the children. 
CSC  
D Continued from page 1. 
Kreienkamp said the percent- 
age increase is determined 
yearly by the Board of Trustees 
during its meeting before July 1, 
the beginning of the University 
fiscal year. 
Moreover, House Bill 309 
would adjust the market rate for 
the pay range. Kreienkamp said 
some classified workers are 
underpaid compared to those in 
the same position outside the 
University. 
Before the pay system allowed 
by House Bill 309 becomes effec- 
tive, which is estimated July 1, 
1990 according to Sexton, em- 
Eloyees and supervisors will 
ave to set new standards and 
will have to be re-trained for a 
year. 
Sexton said "training must 
take place so there will be fair 
evaluations   based   on   (new) 
work standards." 
She said it will be a trial year 
to improve work standards "be- 
fore they go into the real thing. 
"It's not going to happen 
overnight," Sexton said. 
University classified workers 
will vote on the Bill 309 April 12 
and 14 between 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
At the Firelands Campus, in 
Huron, classified workers will 
vote April 13 between noon and 6 
p.m. 
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second language. 
According to Ron Leybovich, 
a freshman finance/accounting 
major and Russian instructor at 
Conneaut Elementary, learning 
Russian is culturally important. 
"(It's important) just to know 
something about the other 
power. Even if they don't apply 
it. It's just so that they know It's 
not all evil," he said. 
Though learning another lan- 
guage in second grade is not the 
norm, some children are so 
eager to get to class they are 
willing to come in before regular 
school hours, according to Kelly 
Sizemore, senior Spanish educa- 
tion major and Spanish instruc- 
tor at Crim Elemenatary. 
"They must be really into it to 
get up and drive to school that 
early," she said. 
Being exposed to other lan- 
guages at this age is easier than 
waiting until high school, Size- 
more said. 
"I think it's probably even 
better because they're getting 
up earlier and showing some re- 
sponsibility. They chose to do it. 
Kids below third grade are nat- 
urally curious. I think part of the 
reason is that they're into learn- 
ing anything," she said. 
The children also learn music, 
history and other aspects about 
different cultures, Sizemore 
said. 
But learning Spanish in the 
United States has an advantage 
these other languages do not 
have, according to Sizemore. 
"Because of the growing 
number of Hispanics in the 
country, I think it's important 
that they identify with this cul- 
ture," she said. 
To these children, every 
phrase they learn is valuable no 
matter how small, Sizemore 
said. 
"Sometimes they come in and 
they pick up different phrases 
that they've heard somewhere. 
All of a sudden they may yell' A- 
dios,' something I didn't even 
teach them yet,  she said. 
BG News/Mark Thalman 
Kelly Sizemore, senior Spanish education major, calls on a student in her 
Spanish class at Crim Elementary. The extra curricular class meets twice 
a week before school and it open to any students. 
BG News/Mark Thalman 
Drawing facial expressions is one way students learn Spanish words. 
UAO and The College 
of Musical Arts and 
GSS 
Present: 
WYNTON MARSALIS 
April 16th, 1988 Kobacker Hall 
TWO shows: 7:00 pm & 9:30 pm 
Tickets on sale:  Students Monday, March 28th 
$3°° discount with BGSU-ID 
General Public Wednesday, March 30th 
Tickets: $16, $13 and $10  
Ticket Outlets:   Kobacker Ticket Office, Toledo^ Boogie Records, 
Finder's Records in BG and Findlay. 
9  Marchl7,lM8 
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AIDS class 
considered 
by Elizabeth Klmes 
staff reporter 
AIDS education may be ad- 
ded to the curriculum of the 
Bowling Green city schools 
by next fall. 
"We are in the process of 
getting there." Superinten- 
dent Robert Cummings said. 
"We need to go back to our 
board sometime in March 
and come up with a curricu- 
lum for AIDS education. We 
plan to start teaching it next 
year." 
To combat the rapid growth 
of AIDS, many cities and 
states mandate that AIDS ed- 
ucation be taught in the 
schools. A similar law re- 
cently went into effect in Mi- 
chigan. 
The state law in Ohio does 
not require any form of AIDS 
education. Yet the state is 
working on adding manda- 
tory AIDS education to the 
existing clause that stipulates 
that venereal disease educa- 
tion be taught in the class- 
room, Cummings said. 
Currently, some schools in 
Bowling Green are beginning 
to implement education on 
the disease into their science 
and health classes. 
In the junior high school, 
the subject of AIDS is touched 
upon in the eighth and ninth 
grade health classes. 
According to eighth grade 
health teacher Amy White, 
the children are shown a film 
from the Red Cross entitled 
"Beyond Fear." 
The film covers how AIDS 
is and is not transmitted, she 
said. 
"They had some unlearning 
to do, especially about how it 
is contracted. White said. 
"Some kids thought you could 
Set it by being sneezed on or 
tuched by someone with 
AIDS. 
"The children have a lot of 
questions and are really in- 
terested in it. They should 
know about it because it per- 
tains to their lives." 
White said there is some 
fear on the part of the chil- 
dren about the disease being 
spread through the whole po- 
pulation. 
"They may say it wouldn't 
bother them if they went to 
school with a child who had 
AIDS, but when it comes 
down to it I think a lot of 
them woula be bothered," she 
said. 
Cindy Maas, home econo- 
mics teacher at the high 
school, said most of the stu- 
dents in her living skills class 
O See AIDS, page 8. 
Howard's Club H 
210 N. Main No Cover 
The Best Yet 
Tonight! 
TAo* °^ Madhatter 
March 18-19 
* Attention World Travelers: Howard's is 
now selling T-shirts. Don't forget to show 
off your favorite bar in BG. 
Howard's is a Designated Driver Participant 
This bridge on Greensburg Pike Road is one of 15 bridges in Wood   County which are currently not operational. BG News/Mark Thalman 
Six bridges will be repaired 
by Julie Wallace 
assistant wire editor 
Keeping up with bridge re- 
pairs is a never-ending job in 
Wood County. 
According to county engineer, 
Tony Aliion, the county will 
again replace six of its 535 
bridges during the 1968 con- 
struction season, just as it has 
for many years in the past. 
"With this many bridges, you 
always have something to do," 
Aliion said. Aliion said the re- 
placement costs for the bridges 
will   range   from   $35,000   to 
$400,000 for each bridge. 
Construction will begin on the 
bridges in March and is expect- 
ed to be completed by Novem- 
ber, he said. The bridges sched- 
uled to be replaced are: 
DTwo bridges on Bays Road 
over the Portage River at a cost 
of $350,000 to $400,000 each. 
One bridge on Greensburg 
Pike and also over the Portage 
River, costing $350,000. 
The remaining three bridges 
are shorter in span, Aliion said. 
They range in cost from $35,000 
to $40,000: □One bridge on Roundhead 
Road over Yellow Creek. 
Summer/Fall 
Apartments/Houses 
Available 
715 Second St. • House - Summer 
236 Troupe • House - Fall 
706 Second St. • Efficiency turn 
Summer • Fall 
211 S. College • Unit A - Fall 
• Unit B - Summer 
and Fall 
517 E. Reed •2 BR furnished - 
summer only 
521 E. Merry • 2 BR furnished - 
summer only 
720 Second • 1 BR furnished - 
summer only 
707-711 Third • summer & fall - 
715-719 Third • 1 BR furnished or - 
723-727 Third unfurnished 
402 High St. • 2 BR unfurnished - 
summer only 
120 State St • 1 BR unfurnished - 1 yr. lease 
May to May 
440-465 S. Enterprise • 1 BR furn./unfurn. - 
summer & fan 
649 Sixth • 2 BR furnished - summer/fall 
831 Seventh • 2 BR furnished - summer/fall 
839 Seventh • 1 BR unfurnished - summer/fall 
854 Eighth • 1 BR unfurnished ■ summer/fall 
Forest Apartmonts • 2BR 
- 883 Napoleon furnished/unfurnished 
• 761 High tjrad student housing 
• S49 Napoleon summer & fall 
• S61 Napoleon 
John Newlove Real Estate 
319 E. Wooster 
354-2260 or       352-6553 
Style is Always 
in Season. 
It's classic.  It's canvas.  It's Tretorn.  And it's here to stay. 
Available in classic colors, plaids, and leather, too. 
FALCON HOUSE 
SPORTING GOODS 
Your Athletic Shoe and Sports Headquarters in B G 
A 0% + ■ 1 3S ManSt                                l«19)JUM -** G.~". O~o OW     JohnftMayM. 10 n 
TRETORM 
from the 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING 
M-F  8-5 Sat 9-5 
GIFTS • CARDS 
BOOKS • CLOTHING 
i One bridge on Latcha Road 
over Crane Creek. 
DOne bridge on Sugar Creek 
Road over Sugar Creek. 
Funding for the two bridges on 
Bays Road is being given in part 
by the federal government. Al- 
iion said the government will 
pay 80 percent of the total con- 
struction cost, with the county 
covering the remaining 20 per- 
cent from its budget. 
Construction of the other 
bridges will be funded mainly 
from the county engineer's bud- 
Eet. The main revenues for the 
udget are the fees charged for 
auto license tags and state taxes 
on gasoline, he said. 
"This  year,   the   county   is 
firojecting $2 million in license 
ee money and approximately 
$800,000 in gas tax money for its 
budget," he said. "That is our 
total budget which has to cover 
county road repairs, snow re- 
moval and so forth." 
Three points of criteria are 
used to determine which bridges 
will be replaced during a speci- 
fied year, Aliion said. 
The main one, he said, is de- 
termining which bridges, when 
replaced, will benefit the most 
people. The amount of traffic us- 
ing the bridge and the weight re- 
strictions on the bridges are also 
taken into consideration. 
Citing the Bays Road bridge 
replacements as an example, 
Aliion said the replacements are 
planned so the bridges can be 
fully utilized. 
"One of the bridges (on Bays 
Road) has been closed while the 
other is almost 90 years old and 
only has a 10-ton weight limit," 
he said. "Replacing the closed 
one only would not benefit the 
area because of the second 
bridge with the low weight lim- 
it." 
"The new bridge on the Bays 
Road would not be used as much 
if the second bridge on that road 
was not replaced, so we are try- 
ing to do them in conjunction," 
he said. 
Two of the six bridges being 
replaced have been closed for 
several years because they were 
unable to safely support the 
weight of car traffic traveling 
over them, he said. 
"The closed bridges may ac- 
tually be able to hold the car 
traffic, but we have no control 
over the possibility of someone 
going across with a vehicle hea- 
vier than the limit," Aliion said. 
"Damage may be done to the 
bridge and the next person that 
goes across it is in danger." 
Currently, 15 bridges are 
closed in the county, including 
the two scheduled tor replace- 
ment. 
Aliion said since the county is 
one of the top five in Ohio for its 
number of bridges, the job of 
keeping them up to safety 
standards is ongoing. 
"At the present funding level, 
the job of replacing the bridges 
is really never ending,"he said. 
"Just as you get them replaced, 
other things keep happening." 
WANTED: 
FRIEDA AND FREDDIE FALCON 
APPLICATIONS NOW AVAILABLE AT 
ROOM 405 STUDENT SERVICES BLDG. 
DEADLINE IS THURSDAY MARCH 171 
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Police support Thetafest 
by John Meola 
cKy reporter 
While City Council opposed 
the idea of a Theta Chi party, 
Bowling Green Police Chief Ga- 
len Ash said he supported the 
fraternity's effort to get a liquor 
permit. 
"We have found in the past 
that organized parties create 
less enforcement problems," he 
said. "Parties that spon- 
taneously erupt are the ones that 
cause problems." 
Some area residents agree 
with Ash for various reasons. 
"They give (liquor) permits to 
other   fraternities  located   in 
town; there's no reason why 
they can't give it to them," said 
Norm Meese, 870 Scott Blvd. 
Another resident who lives 
near the fraternity, Mrs. R.M. 
Torgerson, 222 Eberly St., said 
the group has been a good 
neighbor. 
The biggest perceived prob- 
lem in dealing with students. 
Ash said, is the complaint of 
loud parties. 
City police find themselves in 
a dilemma when enforcing such 
complaints, according to Ash. 
On one hand, the police must 
keep the peace. On the other, 
they must treat the students as 
regular citizens, Ash said. 
"We try to treat this as one 
community. Ninety-nine times 
out of 100 our officers have no 
idea the person they are dealing 
with is a student," he said. 
Ash said many of the prob- 
lems in the city are created by 
outsiders. 
"We draw from other com- 
munities such as Detroit and 
Toledo and the University takes 
the blame (for what visitors 
do).'he said. 
Many residents interviewed, 
though, think the police treat the 
students fairly. 
"I've found them to be fair," 
said Harriet Nearing, 971 West 
Wooster St. "I think they really 
try to be fair." 
A former University student 
said he thinks the police are fair, 
but that students nave more op- 
portunities to get into trouble. 
"I remember being a student 
doing a lot of running around 
when I was In college," said 
Gerry Kallenbach, 937 Norman- 
die St. 
However, some think the 
police are biased both for and 
against the students. 
"I get the feeling by looking at 
the paper that the police are 
biased against the students," 
Meese said. 
"It seems 90 percent of the ci- 
tations are students," he said. 
Others, such as Laura Schar- 
land, disagree. 
"I don't see them as being ef- 
fective," she said. "Noise com- 
plaints are not effectively dealt 
with." 
Blotter 
DA car parked at 418 Wal- 
lace Ave. was robbed of ap- 
proximately $65 worth of 
items either Monday night or 
early Tuesday morning, 
police said. 
Items taken were a brief- 
case and three cassette tapes. 
Charles S. Sisson, North 
Olmsted, Ohio, was cited 
Tuesday morning in connec- 
tion with a hit-skip accident, 
police said. 
According to police, Sis- 
son's car hit a car registered 
to Joann Hribar. Euclid, 
Ohio. The force of the impact 
drove Hribar's car into a car 
registered to Derrick L. Carr, 
BOOThirdSt. 
Police said Sisson then par- 
ked his car in front of 315 
Palmer Ave. without inform- 
ing the owners of the cars or 
the police. 
Parts at the scene matched 
broken parts on Sisson's car, 
police said. 
An area towing company 
was attempting to tow a car 
registered to a Lima man 
when an unidentified female 
entered the car and refused to 
get out, police said. 
Police told the towing com- 
pany to leave the woman in 
the car until she was ready to 
leave and then call the Wood 
County Sheriff if problems 
persist. 
Housing  
□ Continued from page 1. 
"The landlords need to take a 
hard look at the students they 
are renting to. If students are 
destroying property, they should 
be evicted — it only takes 30 
days to put students on the curb- 
side, which is where they should 
be if they're acting like ani- 
mals," he said. 
Carolyn Lineback, the city's 
gants administrator, said no 
ierally funded programs exist 
to repair student rental prop- 
erties, although the city has 
three such programs for owner- 
occupied houses and family- 
rental properties. 
These   programs   provide 
matching funds or low Interest 
loans for low or moderate in- 
come families wishing to fix up 
their houses, Lineback said. 
"We're not suffering for lack 
of applications to these pro- 
grams," Lineback said. 
Some structural problems in 
the city were eliminated after a 
new structure code was passed 
in 1966, giving the health de- 
partment the authority to ad- 
dress problems other than hous- 
ing, such as garages, vacant lots 
and littering violations. 
Registration. 
a Continued from page 1. 
Hoffman said the goals and 
objectives of the system — to en- 
force health and zoning codes in 
a realistic way — are laudable. 
The problem now lies with the 
mechanisms of the system. 
"We need to deal with prob- 
lems in a more intelligent way, 
but in registering landlords, we 
don't want to ask them to incri- 
minate themselves," he said. 
Hoffman also said some cost 
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ARMY RESERVE ONCERS' TRA1NINC CORPS 
would be involved in the regis- 
tration because the city does not 
have the money necessary to 
hire a person to monitor the 
process. 
But he added the problem of 
zoning enforcement has "been 
seething under the surface for 
years. 
"Some zoning laws are not 
practical. For example, the 
number of people living in a 
single-family dwelling isn't the 
issue — it's the relationship of 
the people," he said. 
For example, a family with 10 
kids would be allowed to live in a 
single family dwelling, but not 
more than three unrelated peo- 
ple can live in the same house 
under the present codes, he said. 
Hoffman said this limit is not 
realistic if the house has four 
bedrooms. 
However, concern with the 
health, safety and occupancy of 
housing prompted one resident 
to submit a petition early in the 
year to City Council for greater 
enforcement of zoning codes. 
THIS WEEK FEATURED AT 
iKIFS. 
% ,</ 
THURSDAY - College l.D. Night 
[free admission with valid l.D) 
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ARE HAPPENING NIGHTSI 
(reduced cover before 9:00 p.m.] 
SUNOAV - Wild Pitcher Night 
MONDAV - Monday Mania 
(free video and pool all night) 
TUESDAY - Hospital Employees Night 
WEDNESDAY - Ladies' Night 
(free admission for the ladies) 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 7 NIGHTS A WEEK! 
3922 SECOR AT SYLVANIA, TOLEDO 
Coming March 2 Id - 'The X-Cltn" 
Ray Martin, 218 Grim St.. 
gathered more than 100 signa- 
tures from Ward 2 residents up4 
set with the enforcement of zon- 
ing codes, according to Jeff 
Gordon, Ward 2 councilman. 
Martin was unavailable for 
comment. 
"People would like to see zon- 
ing laws enforced, not 
changed," Gordon said. "Resi- 
dents are concerned about the 
neighborhood deteriorating over 
the last 10 years." 
ai 
Now Playing: 
soooklet 
Fatal Pulse 
stake out 
Big snots 
Lorn Hot Summer 
Now 
Accepting 
Applications! 
New Membership Specials 
• MONTUES-WED Rent the 1st 
movie at $1 99 and get the 2nd 
rental for I" 
• SUNDAY RENTALS •  99" 
• VCR RENTALS   $2.99 on M- 
T-W 
• WEEKEND SPECIAL - $3.49. 
Pick up 2 animated cartoons on 
Thurs , then bnng them back on 
Mon for $3.49 
Mon. - Thurs.   10-9 
Fri. -Sat.   10-10 
Sundays  10:30-8 " 
1093 N. Main      998 S. Main 
Remember when we danced on chairs, 
Till none were left around. 
Remember Dino's on Sunday nights, 
And tearing up the town. 
Remember the poker games, 
And all the money that was won. 
Remember bowling on Saturday, 
We'd have so much fun. 
Remember canoeing, nobody was safe; 
We all ended up getting wet. 
Remember our ladies, so beautiful and sweet, 
We thought that we were set. 
Remember Spring Break, our new shades, 
We were all number one. 
Remember the drive, 
We were headed for fun in the sun. 
Remember the flash, then the crash, 
And all of the pain. 
Remember the final breaths, 
People calling our names. 
Remember how it was. . . r^Vr^ J. Schora 
HAVE A SAFE AND FUN SPRING BREAK 
PLEASE. . . DONT DRINK AND DRIVE. 
I  March 17,1988 
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Elsewhere 
Noriega survives coup attempt 
PANAMA CITY, Panama (AP) - Soldiers loyal 
to Panama's military strongman, Gen. Manuel 
Antonio Noriega, put down an apparent attempt to 
take over his headquarters ana force him from 
power today. 
Residents of the area near the Panama Defense 
Force headquarters said they heard heavy shoot- 
ing inside the walled compound starting at about 
8: IS a.m. and continuing for at least half an hour. 
"They were kisses," Noriega said about an hour 
after the firing ended. He appeared at the top of a 
stairway on one side of the neadquarters building 
along with members of his high command. 
To reporters' shouted questions about what had 
happened, the general responded: "What hap- 
pened is that you are visiting us here." 
Two Associated Press reporters and a photogra- 
pher were stopped by soldiers as thev approached 
the headquarters, forced from their car and mar- 
ched into the compound at gunpoint. 
As they were being held inside, they saw at least 
one officer with his hands behind his head being 
taken into a barracks behind the headquarters 
building. But a captain told them the apparent 
prisoner was simply taking part "in a simulated 
exercise." 
The captain, who declined to identify himself 
and wore no name tag, said units at the headquar- 
ters periodically conduct training exercises aimed 
at halting coup attempts. 
"Everything is normal," he said. 
It was not known if Noriega was inside the com- 
pound during the shooting. Telephone calls to the 
headquarters went unanswered. 
Hundreds of soldiers in battle gear surrounded 
the headquarters, located in one of the older sec- 
tions of Panama City. Residents were kept at least 
a block away from the compound. 
Reports said a coup attempt was led by the 3rd 
Infantry Company of of the 5th Battalion from 
Chiriqui Province, bordering Panama's frontier 
with Costa Rican. The light infantry company is 
known as the "Diablos RoTos," or Red Devils. 
Noriega, who has not been seen publicly since 
Friday, is determined to remain in Panama and 
ride out the storm, several close associates said 
Tuesday, speaking on condition of anonymity. 
Disturbances began Monday when thousands of 
public employees did not get their semimonthly 
paychecks. Strikes by teachers, telephone workers 
and longshoremen were joined Tuesday by em- 
ployees of the Ministry of Treasury and Finance. 
At least a dozen people were injured by birdshot 
fired by riot police and hundreds more were tear- 
gassed Tuesday. 
The most violent protest was at the Social Secur- 
ity hospital on Panama City's north side, where 
medical workers threw flaming Molotov cocktaus 
at police just outside the grounds of the sprawling 
facility. 
Riot police responded with bursts of shotgun fire 
and tear gas grenades, whose fumes penetrated 
the 500-bed hospital in a four-hour melee. 
Among those wounded at the hospital was David 
Leeson, a photographer for the Dallas Morning 
News. Leeson was treated at the emergency room 
for a shotgun pellet that penetrated his cheek and 
chipped a tooth. 
Associated Press photographer John Hopper 
was stopped by police while taking pictures at a 
disturbance at an electrical workers union hall and 
had his film confiscated at gunpoint. 
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Weapons sale questioned 
Ousted Marcos investigated in  illegal arms exportation 
NEWARK, N.J. (AP) — Investigators are trying to learn whether 
Ferdinand Marcos was behind a plot to ship weapons from the 
United States to forces loyal to him in the Philippines, federal offi- 
cials say. 
U.S. officials suspect the ousted Philippines president may have 
been instrumental in abortive plans to supply automatic rifles and 
submachine guns for an 80-member force. 
Marcos' chief American attorney, however, denies Marcos was 
involved in any arms shipments. ''That's a dry well for you, my 
friend," Richard Hibey said Friday in Washington. "There's no 
truth to that allegation. 
Details of the planned arms sale surfaced here last fall during a 
federal trial of Leon Dicker, a disbarred Hewlett, N.Y., lawyer con- 
victed of conspiring to export weapons illegally. 
At trial, the government said the arms were bound for Thailand. 
But two federal officials, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said 
last week that authorities believe the weapons were for pro-Marcos 
forces in the Philippines. 
Dicker, two men acquitted in the case and one who pleaded guilty 
and testified for the prosecution were arrested in a U.S. Customs 
Service "sting." No arms were alleged to have changed hands. 
The officials said New York businessman Robert Steele is a focus 
of the continuing investigation. During the trial, the prosecutor said 
Steele had worked with Dicker on the arms deal, but Steele was not 
charged. 
Steele and Dicker have been linked to Orlando Dulay, a Marcos 
supporter and former provincial governor later linked by Philippine 
military sources to an August 1967 coup attempt in the Philippines. 
Dulay, detained by authorities in August 1986 on the grounds of a 
Marcos-owned estate near Princeton University, said Steel and 
Dicker were his "lawyers" who had sent him to clean up the court- 
sealed property at Marcos' request. 
A newspaper In Manila reported last week that Dulay was con- 
tacted by U.S. authorities who traveled there seeking his coop- 
eration in the investigation of alleged arms shipments to pro-Marcos 
groups. 
Assistant U.S. Attorney John Peyton in Honolulu on Monday con- 
firmed that he met with Dulay last week, but said he could not com- 
ment further because of an "ongoing criminal investigation." 
Raul Rabe, deputy chief of mission at the Philippines Embassy in 
Washington, said Dulay recently "surfaced in Honolulu and joined 
Mr. Marcos" before being deported to the Philippines, where he 
faces charges in the 1986 slayings of three campaign workers of 
President Corazon Aquino. 
AIDS  
[Thursday - College I.D. Night 
Party for St. Patrick's Day 
(reduced admission with valid I.D.) 
| Friday - Lip Sine Contest 
• win cash and prizes with your talent. I 
(Saturday - Bare Teddy Contest! 
• dare to bare and win big! 
THE FUN PLACE TO BE! 
a Continued from page 6. 
do not have misconceptions 
on how the disease is trans- 
mitted. 
"Most of them know the 
facts," Maas said. "But some 
of them have the belief that if 
someone has AIDS, they 
should be hanged." 
Living skills is not a required 
course at the high school. Maas 
estimates that 150-200 students 
are enrolled in the class every 
year. 
AIDS is not yet being studied 
on the elementary school level. 
According to Steve Crow, who 
teaches sixth grade science at 
Ridge Elementary, a develop- 
mental film on the body is usual- 
ly shown to the students every 
February. 
"After the film is shown, the 
kids are allowed to ask ques- 
tions," Crow said. "If the sub- 
ject comes up. I answer it to the 
best of my ability. 
"Yet, I will not be directly 
teaching AIDS. I need some 
guidelines before I can start to 
teach it." 
Judith Paluck, principal at 
South Main Elementary, also 
said the school is waiting for a 
curriculum to be established be- 
fore the subject is taught direc- 
tly- 
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ANNUAL CLOTHING SALE 
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AT THE VEHICLE EMIS- 
SIONS INSPECTION CENTER 
in Baltimore County, Maryland, 
a lane operator inserts a probe 
into a car's exhaust pipe The 
probe is attached to a computer 
that analyzes the car's emis- 
sions. Motor vehicles account for 
34% of hydrocarbon emissions 
and 46% of nitrogen oxide emis- 
sions in the United States. The 
American Lung Association-the 
Christmas Seal People*- 
ad vocatee more stringent regula- 
tions and administration of the 
nation's motor vehicle pollution 
problem in order to further 
reduce omissions from this major 
source. 
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News Briefs 
Reagan admits to secrets 
WASHINGTON (AP) - In 
a remark he immediately re- 
«retted, President Reagan on 
Wednesday said he some- 
times doesn't tell Congress 
everything it wants to know. 
The subject arose when 
Reagan was asked about his 
former national security ad- 
viser, Robert McFarlane, 
pleading guilty last week of 
withholding information from 
Congress. 
"He pleaded guilty to not 
telling Congress everything it 
wanted to know. I've done 
that myself," Reagan said, 
responding to reporters. 
He immediately told repor- 
ters, "Now don't distort that. 
I just mean...I think Congress 
would like to be asking ques- 
tions about almost anything, 
anytime." 
Trying to cut off the con- 
versation, Reagan said, 
"Let's wait and determine 
whether they say the law has 
been broken." 
Man solicits hiccup cure 
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - A 
94-year-old man's offer of 
$10,000 to anyone who can end 
his 65 years of hiccuping has 
drawn some exotic nostrums 
—   dill   seed,   magnesium 
ehosphate, holy water and 
idian hemp, among them — 
but the man hiccups on. 
"Unbelievable," Lucretia 
Peterson of rural Aitkin said 
as she sifted through some of 
the more than 5,000 letters, 
cassettes, and parcels that 
have poured into her home 
from Europe and North 
America since her father, 
Charlie Osborne, offered the 
reward in January. 
"People really care. Even 
though the $10,000 is a big 
deal to some of them, a lot say 
keep the money and spend it 
in good health. It's unbelie- 
vable for that many people to 
write in this day and age," 
she said. 
Miss America stays nurse 
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. 
(AP) — Miss America Kaye 
Lani Rae Rafko is opting to 
use her reign to promote the 
nursing profession rather 
than snipping ribbons to open 
new shopping malls or shak- 
ing hands at fairs. 
Unlike Miss Americas in 
the past several years, the 
24-year-old is not looking for 
movie contracts or modeling jobs after her reign ends. In- 
stead, she is anxious to return 
to her nursing job a hospital 
in Toledo, Ohio, to work with 
terminally ill cancer and 
AIDS patients. 
The first few months of 
Miss Rafko's reign were 
booked with appearances for 
the pageant's six sponsors, 
said pageant executive direc- 
tor Leonard Horn. 
"But once people saw that 
Kaye Lani was a nurse, we 
cleared her schedule to make 
room for more public service 
appearances," Homsaid. 
Drug house demolishing 
enforces Canton stance 
CANTON (AP) - The city 
yesterday demolished a 
house that was the site of a 
drug raid a day earlier with- 
out Knowing who owned the 
home or clearing its contents, 
local lawmakers said. 
Mayor Sam Purses said the 
action was taken under a 
commitment local officials 
made to show Canton's tough 
stance on drugs. 
"We're always concerned 
about liability, but our first 
concern is always doing what 
is right for the community," 
Purses said. "When we find a 
crack house selling dope to 
kids, we will make a state- 
ment about that — we don't 
want it." 
Councilman Edward Cole- 
man started the demolition 
by ramming a bulldozer into 
the two-story building. 
"Maybe we're sticking our 
necks out, but I'm willing to 
do that," Coleman said. "If 
we can save one youngster, 
I'm willing to do it/' 
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Letters petition for 
Anderson's release 
Request published in two Lebanese papers 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) —Two Lebanese news- 
papers today published letters addressed to kid- 
napped American journalist Terry Anderson and 
his pro-Iranian captors on the 
third anniversary of his abduc- 
tion in Moslem west Beirut. 
The independent An-Nahar 
and the Sunni Moslem Al-Liwa 
also published a picture of An- 
derson's 2-year-old daughter Su- 
lome, who was born after his 
March 16,1985, abduction by Is- 
lamic Jihad. 
"Here   is   Sulome,   our 
daughter, wishing you a safe re-   *naer*on 
turn home, daddy," said a letter to Anderson from 
Madeleine, Sulome's mother. 
"She often asks about you. Wondering which of 
all the planes she is seeing will be the one bringing 
daddy home...," the letter said. 
Anderson, 40, chief Middle East correspondent 
for The Associated Press, is the longest-held of 22 
foreign hostages in Lebanon. There has been no 
wordof him for three months. 
In a letter to the Shiite Moslem kidnappers, the 
U.S.-based Journalists' Committee To Free Terry 
Anderson pleaded with Islamic Jihad to "release 
him in the name of humanity." 
"For what crime is he paying this terrible 
price?" the letter asked. "Terry has committed no 
crime." 
The letters were also broadcast by a state-run 
television station based in Christian east Beirut, as 
well as the Christian Voice of Lebanon and the 
Sunni Voice of Nation radios. 
Anderson was seized before kidnappings be- 
came epidemic in Moslem west Beirut, when 
many foreigners lived there. Gunmen believed to 
be Shiite Moslem zealots abducted him as he was 
returning home from a game of tennis. 
Police say they have no information on Anderson 
or any of the other missing foreigners, who include 
eight other Americans. Most are held by Shiite 
Moslems loyal to Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, 
the revolutionary patriarch of Iran. 
Lebanese government authorities have little 
sway in their own country after 13 years of civil 
war that pits Moslems against Christians and rival 
factions within each camp against each other. 
Anderson's captors call themselves Islamic Ji- 
had, which means Islamic Holy War. Since his ab- 
duction, they have released nine photographs and 
two videotapes of him. 
He is known to have been allowed to write to his 
family once, in November 1985. His last videotaped 
message was delivered to a news agency in Beirut 
on Christmas Eve. 
Services were planned in Washington today to 
commemorate Anderson's three years in capti- 
vity. Participants at the Holy Trinity Church were 
to include three former hostages — Revs. 
Lawrence Jenco and Benjamin weir and ABC 
News correspondent Charles Glass. 
Lorain 
wants 
action 
LORAIN (AP) - A 
small group of people de- 
dicated to Terry Ander- 
son's release from capti- 
vity in Lebanon on Wed- 
nesday hoisted an Ameri- 
can flag and tied a yellow 
ribbon to the flagpole at 
City Hall. 
The "Free Terrv Ander- 
son Committee's cere- 
mony marked the abduc- 
tion's third anniversary in 
the town where Anderson 
was born. He spent the 
first seven years of his life 
in this northern Ohio city, 
30 miles west of Cleveland. 
A dozen people, includ- 
ing some of Anderson's re- 
latives, attended the out- 
door ceremony in cold but 
dry weather. 
Jack LaVriha, chairman 
of the committee, said, 
"We have got to do some- 
thing and we've got to do it 
fast, because these men 
are deteriorating in those 
cells in Lebanon, and we 
don't want any of them re- 
turned to the United States 
in boxes." 
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NCAA opener spells end for Falcons 
l>y Andy Woodard 
.issislani sports editor 
PHILADELPHIA - St. Joseph's entered its first- 
round NCAA Tournament game against BG with 
the fourth-best scoring defense (54 points per 
game) in the nation. But when the Falcons racked 
up 41 markers in the first half, the Hawks defense 
did not seem to be that potent. 
However, any doubters among the Hawk defense 
were quickly turned into believers in the second 
half as they allowed BG a meager 25 points. 
Combine BG's 41 and 25 and the Falcons' 66 total 
falls two points short of St. Joe's 68 in Wednesday 
night's contest at Alumni Memorial Fieldhouse on 
the campus of St. Joe's. 
St. Joe's (24-7) now advances to the second 
round of the NCAA tourney where it will play at 
Maryland Saturday night. 
BG, which ends its season at 25-6, held a 41-32 
halftime advantage. 
But the Hawks came out in the second half play- 
ing a "triangle-and-two" defense. This placed 5-2 
All-Atlantic 10 guard Debbie Black on 6-4 forward 
Jackie Motycka and 5-5 guard Ellen Shields on 6-1 
forward Megan McGuire. 
"We plaved a triangle and two with Debbie and 
Ellen on McGuire andMotycka. The other players 
basically played a match-up zone," Hawks coach 
Jim Foster said. "In the first half we tried six 
different defenses and Bowling Green had all the 
answers. 
"They had a big advantage on us in rebounding 
(18-8) in the first half, and I knew we would re- 
bound better in the triangle and we did (19-14)." 
Motycka and McGuire, who combined to score 18 
points in the first half, were limited to nine in the 
second half. 
"They play some of the best defense around," 
McGuire said. "They stuck it to us when they 
needed to." 
Trailing 68-59 with 2:49 remaining, BG mounted 
a comeback bid. 
Point guard Paulette Backstrom started the run 
with two free throws, and then added a layup after 
a McGuire steal to make the score 68-63 with 2:12 
left. 
The Falcons then missed a golden opportunity to 
cut into the lead again after another McGuire steal 
as they missed four consecutive shots at a basket. 
After Shields missed the front end of a one-and- 
one with 46 seconds remaining, McGuire drilled a 
21-foot three-pointer with 38 seconds left to pull the 
Falcons within 68-66. 
Then came the controversy. 
With only a three-second difference between the 
shot clock and game clock. The Falcons chose to 
Blay defense instead of fouling a St. Joe's player, 
awk center Dale Hodges, who scored 17 points, 
missed a turnaround jumper with three seconds 
remaining. 
Backstrom grabbed the rebound and raced to 
halfcourt. She was ready to hit a wide-open 
McGuire for a layup when time expired. 
"I guess I would've liked to see us foul quickly, 
but that would be hindsight," BG head coach Fran 
Voll said. "I was hoping they would take the shot 
and we would rebound. We were within a few sec- 
onds of pulling up even with them." 
Due to the '"triangle and two defense," BG shot a 
meager 32.2 percent for the night. St. Joe's, on the 
other hand, was 16 of 26 for 61.5 percent. 
However, those numbers were virtually re- 
versed in the first half as BG was 18 of 27 for 66.7 
percent. The Hawks also managed a respectable 
50 percent first half, making 16 of 32. 
"I like to play a team who's never played us be- 
fore because they usually don't know how to han- 
dle our pressure, said Black, who finished with 10 
points, 13 assists and 4 steals. "But they surprised 
me because they handled it well. They scared me 
in that first half. They played great." 
BG held a lead as big as 13 points in the first half 
and three times led by as much as 11 points. Most 
of BG's points came from the inside. 
D See Falcons, page 11. 
Pittsburgh feuding 
before EMU game 
PITTSBURGH (AP) - 
University of Pittsburgh 
Coach Paul Evans always 
says what's on his mind, but 
he must be wondering if what 
he says is going over the 
heads of his players. 
Although Pittsburgh won 
the Big East Conference re- 
gular-season championship 
10 days ago with a tenuous 
1 point victory at Syracuse, 
Evans finds his No. 8 Panth- 
ers, 23-8, at their worst — not 
their best — entering the 
NCAA Tournament. 
The Panthers, who play un- 
ranked Eastern Michigan, 
22-7, in a first-round NCAA 
game tomorrow at Lincoln, 
Neb,, will be coming off per- 
haps their poorest effort of 
the season, a 72-69 Big East 
tournament semifinal loss to 
Villanova, a team Pitt twice 
beat by 12 points. 
And not only were the coach 
and his Panthers f ussin' after 
the loss, they were a feudin'. 
Evans and his backboard- 
breaking forward, Jerome 
Lane, have engaged in a run- 
ning war of words for several 
weeks, leading to speculation 
that the exasperated Lane 
may skip his senior season 
and turn pro. 
He may break glass back- 
boards with a single bound, in 
addition to being one of the 
best rebounders in college 
basketball, but Lane has been 
mad at some of toe 
fUc Evans' remarks. 
Such as: 
— During his weekly radio 
show last week, Evans Joked 
that it is often difficult to mo- 
tivate Lane because, "He 
does too much running 
around at night and not 
enough during practice." 
— When Lane begged out of 
a practice drill, complaining, 
"My knee is (messed) up,' 
Evans yelled back, "So's 
your head." 
— The irascible Evans 
twice berated Lane loud and 
long during timeouts for de- 
fensive lapses against Villan- 
ova, once angering Lane to 
the point where be almost 
walked out of the huddle. 
"That's lust the way he is," 
Lane told The Pittsburgh 
Press. "It don't matter what 
he says to me. What he says 
just goes over my head." 
Then, noting he had 20 
points and 10 rebounds 
against Villanova, Lane said, 
"You see I'm doing well, 
dont you? I'm still contribut- 
ing well. That stuff (Evans 
says) doesn t affect me." 
But after telling Evans he 
would be back next year un- 
less Pitt won the national 
championship — "That's a 
fair tradeoff," Evans said — 
Lane said last week, "My 
grandma has always taken 
care of me; now it's about 
time I took care of her." 
tF 
OUTSTANDING BUSINESS GRADUATES 
AND 
BETA GAMMA SIGMA 
ihe Honor Society for 
Collrgute Schools of Business 
Membership 
Membership in Beta Gamma Sigma is the highest 
national recognition a student can receive in an un- 
(leiKiaduate or masters program in business or 
management. To be eligible lor membership, a stu- 
dent must rank in the upper 5 percent of the junior 
class, upper 10 percent of the senior class, or upper 
20 percent of the masters class. Members are usually 
ek) tod 10 membership and publicly recognized dur- 
ing the spring term. 
History 
Beta Gamma Sigma was founded as a national or- 
ganization in 1913. To establish and maintain an ac- 
tive Beta Gamma Sigma chapter, an institution must 
be accredited by the American Assembly of Colle- 
giate Schools of Business, the recognized accrediting 
agency lor undergraduate and masters programs in 
business and management. 
Purpose 
Beta Gamma Sigma has three purposes, 
to entourage and reward sthotanhip which is carried 
out  through election of outstanding students to 
membership; 
to promote advancement of edutation in bminea which 
is conducted through awards, recognition of out- 
standing institutions and chapters, and through 
publications of the Society, and 
K. fatter intern?) in the condtut of busineu operations 
which is a focus of publications, talks, and semi- 
nars sponsored by the Society. 
Membership in Beta Gamma Sigma is a signal honor 
carrying lifetime affiliation with other outstanding 
Sraauates of business programs. While almost 
DO,000 students receive bachelors or masters de- 
Srees in business each year, only about 15,000 slu- 
ents are elected lo membership in Beta Gamma 
Sigma 
BETA GAMMA SIGMA MEANS QUALITY! 
Tribe hopes for Caudill comeback 
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) - On a team in 
search of any pitcher who can save a game, 
Bill Caudill would seem to have a lock on a 
Cleveland Indians' job. 
He has saved 106 games in his major 
league career. 
But the 31-year-old Caudill, who came to 
the Indians before spring training as a free 
agent, is struggling to keep his big league 
career alive. 
The right-hander says he is ready to turn 
back the clock and regain the pitching form 
that resulted in 88 saves from 1982 through 
1984. 
"By midseason, I should be where Bill 
Caudill was in 1982-1983-1984," he says. 
"When I first went to the bullpen, I was 
throwing between 90 and 92 miles per hour. 
When I got to Seattle in 1982,1 was throwing 
88 to 90." 
The Indians, who lost 101 games last 
season, need to know soon if anyone in camp 
can fill the stopper role. Indians pitchers 
compiled the worst earned run average in 
the majors in 1987, and the bullpen contri- 
buted both to the loss total and the 5.28 ERA. 
Caudill has saved just three games over 
the past two seasons. 
He has endured a strained rotator cuff and 
an arthritic shoulder. 
The Toronto Blue Jays still owe Caudill 
$1.5 million. A year ago, Toronto was count- 
ing on Caudill to regain his pitching form 
and ended up releasing him. He eventually 
latched on with the Oakland A's, but he in- 
jured his right hand punching a man who at- 
tacked his wife outside of an Oakland hotel. 
He had to sit out the final month of the 
season. 
Caudill had one goal going into this spring 
training: 
"I wanted to show the Indians my arm was 
healthy," Caudill said. "I think I've done 
that. They clocked me at 88 mph earlier this 
spring." 
He discounted an earlier practice game 
against Indians minor league hitters, who 
pounded him for six runs and seven hits in 
three innings. 
"I started the game. What kind of test is 
that? I'm used to coming in the eighth inning 
with one out and men on first and second, 
he said. 
In Cleveland's 8-4 victory over the Mil- 
waukee Brewers on Tuesday, Caudill had his 
best performance of this camp. In two in- 
nings of relief pitching, he gave up no runs 
andjust one bloop single. 
"The next three or four outings are going 
to be very important for me," he said. I've 
got to go out and put some zeroes up. If I do, I 
feel there's no way in the world I won't make 
this team." 
Butler running free for Giants 
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. (AP) — Brett Butler loves 
to bunt, loves to steal bases and is sure he'll love 
playing for Roger Craig. 
"He^i already told me he's going to run my legs 
off. My job is to set the table," says Butler, the new 
leadoff man and center fielder for the San Fran- 
cisco Giants, a team well stocked with power hit- 
ters lower in the lineup. 
"Players from other teams have told me that 
with Roger managing, they've got to expect any- 
thing at anytime. There are no rules. He does a lot 
of unorthodox things," Butler said at the Giants' 
spring training camp. 
"You've got to be prepared mentally and physi- 
cally" playing for or against Craig, Butler added, 
and he thinks it will be a lot more fun on Craig's 
side. 
"He might call a squeeze bunt on a 3-2 count — 
with Will Clark up! He's probably done it," Butler 
said. 
The Giants, National League West champions 
last season, were second in the league in home 
runs with 205, led by Clark's 35, and 10th in stolen 
bases, with 126. 
Butler, signed as a free agent after spending the 
last four seasons with Cleveland, has heen a lea- 
doff man through virtually all of his seven maior- 
league seasons. He has a lifetime .280 batting 
average and 233 stolen bases. 
"He's got a good track record for doing the 
things we need, Craig said. "He's going to dictate 
a lot of the things we do." 
Last year, Craig tried almost everyone in the 
leadoff spot, rarely leaving the same player there 
for more than a few games. One of his spring train- 
ing ideas a year ago was to use Clark atop the 
lineup. 
Al Rosen, the Giants' general manager, calls 
Butler "the consummate leadoff man and a superb 
center fielder." 
Butler was twice named the American League's 
top hunter in a vote of American League man- 
agers. He had 93 bunts for hits the last four 
seasons. 
Last season, he had 20 bunt hits but only two sa- 
crifices. "It's hard for me to sacrifice, to square 
around and bunt. I'm used to going for a hit." 
One of his unsuccessful sacrifice attempts last 
year came in the Indians' home opener. A pitch 
ran inside on him, hit his left middle finger and 
fractured it, forcing him onto the disabledlist for 
20 days. 
Sting 
edges 
Force 
RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) 
— Manny Rojas' shootout 
goal with 55 seconds to 
Elay capped a two-goal ra- 
y that gave the Chicago 
Sting a 3-2 victory over the 
Cleveland Force last night. 
Rojas was awarded the 
game-winning penalty shot 
after Force goalkeeper 
P.J. Johns was assessed a 
two-minute tripping pen- 
alty on a play near the 
Cleveland red line. Johns 
tripped Chicago's Teddy 
Krafft as both fought 
fought for a loose ball. 
Krafft suffered a broken 
leg on the play. 
NOW OPEN 
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NFL heads 
announce 
decisions 
PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP)- 
NFL teams agreed Tues- 
day to replace the current 
30-second clock for putting 
the ball in play with a 
45-second interval that be- 
gins immediately after the 
whistle blows ending the 
previous play. 
The rule, which will be 
used during the regular 
season, is an offshoot of a 
40-second clock that was 
used experimentally in last 
year's preseason. That 
rule was rejected after al- 
most every coach in the 
league said it didn't give 
them enough time to make 
changes. 
They rejected two pro- 
posals. One would have al- 
lowed the defensive teams 
to score one point by re- 
turning a botched extra 
point for what normally 
would have been a touch- 
down. The other would 
have made any infraction 
by the offensive team on a 
kick a 10-yard penalty 
from where the ball was 
whistled  dead after  the 
They also turned down a 
move by the Seattle Sea- 
hawks that would have al- 
lowed linebacker Brian 
Bosworth to wear"44," his 
old college number. NFL 
rules allow linebackers to 
wear numers only in the 
50s or 90s. □ □ D 
Instant replay, which 
began as a one-year ex- 
periment in 1988, was ap- 
proved for a third experi- 
mental   year   by   NFL 
Reds' McClendon feeling heat 
PLANT CITY, Fla. (AP) — 
Lloyd McClendon, a catcher who 
can also play the infield and out- 
field, made the Cincinnati Reds 
last year because of his ver- 
satility, but may not be wanted 
this season. 
McClendon, 29, faces stiff 
competition  this  spring  from 
Soung reserve catchers Terry 
IcGriff, who gained experience 
backing up starter Bo Diaz in 
1987, and Joe Oliver. In addition 
the Reds have a crowded field of 
players competing for infield 
and outfield positions. 
A year ago, McClendon broke 
camp with the Reds and stayed 
with the club until Aug. 6. But all 
of that does not translate into a 
roster spot for McClendon in 
1988. 
"There's no doubt in my mind 
I can help this team," he said. 
"But that doesn't mean they'll 
give me the chance. I know this 
is a tough team to make, but I 
can't even worry about that. I'm 
just trying to convince them 
what I can do." 
McClendon bounced around 
the   minor-league  systems   of 
both the New York Mets and the 
Reds before finally landing in 
the big leagues last year, when 
he appeared in 45 games as a 
28-year-old rookie for the Reds. 
In this era of the 24-man ros- 
ter, McClendon's versatility 
seemingly would serve him well. 
But last year, it didn't seem to 
nek). 
Early in the season, he was 
Diaz' backup. But because the 
Reds always had to save 
McClendon in case they needed 
a second catcher, he could never 
be used as a pinch-hitter or a 
late-inning addition to the 
lineup. 
"You would think with a 
24-man roster, a guy with some 
pop off the bench would be real 
valuable," McClendon said. 
He drew three walks, but 
struck out twice while serving as 
the designated hitter in the 
Reds' 9-7 victory over the Tor- 
onto Blue Jays on Tuesday. 
McClendon's eight seasons of 
Crofessional baseball have 
night him not to assume any- 
thing. They also have taught 
him patience during his time in 
the minors. 
"It's been frustrating," he 
said. "It's been hard to get used 
to. But I've had to deal with it." 
McClendon is hitting .375 with 
a home run this spring. Most of 
his plate appearances have 
come as a pinch-hitter. 
He showed up at camp 20 
pounds lighter than a year ago, 
and claims he is in the best 
shape of his career. He said he 
has not lost any strength and 
wants to show Manager Pete 
Rose what he can do. 
Politician upset with Bosox opener 
CINCINNATI (AP) — City councilman David Mann wants base- 
ball Commissioner Peter Ueberroth to delay the Boston Red Sox's 
April 4 American League season opener for 61 minutes so it will start 
a minute after Cincinnati's National League opener that day. 
Mann said he made the proposal in a letter he mailed Tuesday to 
Ueberroth. 
Boston's home game against the Detroit Tigers is scheduled to 
start at 1:05 p.m. on April 4. The Cincinnati Reds start play against 
the St. Louis Cardinals in Riverfront Stadium an hour later. 
So the councilman wants Ueberroth to delay the Boston-Detroit 
game one hour and one minute, making it start a full minute after 
the first pitch is thrown in Cincinnati. 
Mann, a zealous guardian of Cincinnati's tradition as host city for 
the traditional National League season opener, has been upset in re- 
cent years that some American League openers have started earlier 
than Cincinnati's games. Last year, Mann led Cincinnati City Coun- 
cil members in a long-distance exchange with Toronto city officials 
when the Canadian city was host to a Blue Jays opener that started 
prior to Cincinnati's. 
This year, Cincinnati is celebrating the 200th anniversary of its 
founding. 
"I don't know why Boston would fail to respond to a sister city, a 
fellow baseball town's bicentennial request. Boston is the cradle of 
liberty," he said. "If there's one city that understands history and 
heritage, it's Boston." 
Jim Small, a spokesman for Ueberroth in New York City, declined 
to predict how the commissioner would respond. Ueberroth had not 
received the councilman's request, Small said. 
"I'm not going to speculate on something like that," Small said. 
Ohio State wins NIT opener 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Perry Carter 
scored 25 points and had 10 rebounds as Ohio 
State defeated Old Dominion 86-73 last night 
in the first round of the National Invitation 
Tournament. 
Ohio State advanced to the second round of 
the NIT with a record of 17-12. Old Dominion 
finished at 18-12. 
Carter, a 6-foot-fl freshman, was 12 for 18 
from the field. Nine of his 10 rebounds came 
on the offensive boards. 
Old Dominion went on an early 20-8 spurt 
to take a 24-14 lead with 10:32 left in the first 
half. 
But Ohio State held the Monarchs score- 
less for the next 6:09 and outscored ODU1W) 
to take a 29-24 lead. Jerry Francis scored the 
first seven points in the streak and Carter 
the final four. 
Carter went on to score Ohio State's final 
11 points in the half as the Buckeyes took a 
36-34 lead. 
Ohio State then took control of the game by 
scoring the first 12 points of the second half, 
with Carter adding four more. 
The Monarchs never got closer than 11 
points again. 
Old Dominion, which finished third in the 
Sun Belt Conference, had six turnovers in 
the first three minutes of the second half. 
Jay Burson added 18 points for the Buck- 
eyes, with Grady Mateen adding 11 and Cur- 
tis Wilson 10. Wilson also had 10 assists. 
Old Dominion had five players in double 
figures, led by Garrick Davis with 17 points. 
Steve Trax added 14, Bernard Royster had 
12, Anthony Carver added 11 and Frank 
Smith finished with 10. 
Ohio State, now 12-3 at home, won the NIT 
in 1986. 
Falcons 
O Continued from page 10. 
"If all teams from Ohio 
shoot like that, I'm not go- 
ing to schedule any of 
them," Foster said. 
Hawk forward Kim Foli 
finished with a game-high 
24 points, 16 in the second 
half. Beth Supensky scored 
10 off the bench, while 
Hodges grabbed a game- 
high 13 rebounds 
For BG, Bonner finished 
with 18 points and seven 
rebounds, while Motycka 
scored 14 before fouling out 
at the 3:54 mark of the sec- 
ond half. 
After the game Voll took 
an optimistic look at the fu- 
ture. 
"We established oursel- 
ves as a national program 
capable of playing with 
almost any team in the 
country," Voll said. "We 
are a program kind of like 
a sleeping giant. And one 
big plus is mat we have all 
of our starters back next 
season." 
NCAA BEAT VERMONT FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 7:30 P.M. AT THE ICE ARENA SUPPORT THE FALCONS! 
Applications are being accepted 
for 
Summer 1988 BG News editor 
Fall 1988 BG News editor 
1988-89 Gavel editor 
1989 KEY editor 
1988-89 Miscellany editor 
1988-89 Obsidian editor 
Application forms may be obtained at 
The BG News office, 214 West Hall. 
Application deadline Wed., April 13. 
Students 
of the game 
Day by Day Photography Contest 
The contest is open to any BGSU full-time student. 
Winning pictures will be mdwkil in the 1988-89 UAO 
Day by Day Calendar. 
Photographs must be" blaefc and whit© 8 x 10 glossy or 
semi-glossy and must be of BGSU e> gifts, people or cam- 
pus.   AUeittr^miMtl>e submitted by March 30th.   For 
more deta 
3fB   CASH'PR^P;:: 
for top 3 photos: $25^"$15, $10 
poor Union or 
Linda Ann Popovich 
Bowling Green Stale University « 
Third Team Volleyball ■ 
Political Science Major < 
4.00 GPA < 
Sophomore < 
Hometown: Battle Creek, Ml < 
Congratulations to the GTE Academic All-Americans* 
They are the leaders of the team. But what makes them even more special is their outstanding 
academic records. They are the GTE Academic Ail-Americans, selected by the College Sports 
Information Directors of America (CoSIDA) for being high achievers -m the game as well as the 
classroom. GTE is proud to be the official sponsor of this 35-year-old program and congratulates 
these student-athletes on their Academic Ail-American achievements. 
GTEACADEMC ALL-AMERKATEAM 
SILECTED        BY       CoSIDA 
•Acad*ncAlAfflancoaora0MadMmcamcrfcM4>t»U.S taw and Trodproi 0«c« 
March 17,1988 Classifieds 
CAMPUS It CITY EVENTS 
•rommntui TRY-OUTS- 
Inlormettonol Uoetng 
Monday. March 26 
9:00 p.m. 
112 ble Science BUg 
ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA 
SUngar'l Cat* 
Monday-Wedneedsy-Frlday 
2-6 PM 83.76 
ATTENTION JUNIOR DWTETICS MAJORS 
nterested m helping your student paara? in- 
teracted In working with a aarvKa organization^ 
*to. apply to D« a PEEP. NUTRITION CONSUL- 
TANT m the Student Weansss Csnisr Apples. 
sons now l'Mania ai the Welt 1220 Student 
Heelth Center 372 6302] DaaOHna la Apnl IS 
Attantion al Jumore ft SanroraM 
Omlcron OaHa Kappa la now aooaptlng ap- 
pUoatlonai Appscanons can Da obtained from 
406 Studant Sarvloaa t may Da returned to mo 
UAO office. 3rd floor. University Union 
Omlcron Delta Kappa la a national leaderahip 
honor soclsry a la racognlzad aa ona of ths 
highest honora a Unlvaraity atudant can oam 
Al apptcationa muat Da racaivad Dy March 30 
So. Apply Nowl 
ATTiNTION OOLDENT KEY MEMBERI 
Interaetod In gaming work experience In your 
•eta? On March 2»th tha Unlvaraity Co-Op of- 
Hoa wi ahow you how Tha mooting wH Da hafd 
from 7 30-8:00pm In room 102 of tha BA 
MM 
8 0 L.D. LEADERSHIP-LEARNING 
DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP 
Topic: Motivation 
Wao  March 30-7 PM-Campua Room-Umon 
For rttsrvatlona oal 2-2843 
SENIORS 
IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE W MAY 7. 
1888 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES 
YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE 
PLACED BY APRIL 1. 1888 PLEASE PLACE 
YOUR OROER AT THE GIFT COUNTER IN THE 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY PHONING. 
3722861 f YOUR ORDER IS PHONED W. 
YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW YOU CAP SIZE 
STINGER S CAFE 
178 Suba altar 10 PM 
 Eat n only  
Thuraday   Aftomoon   Raaaarch   Praaantatlon 
Sanaa (TARPSI Praaanta 
Or. Thomaa HHIg 
Bowling Oman Sfata University 
Rewaming tha work): 
Tha Phenomenology of Qnavlng 
Thure., March 17, 3:30-6:00 113 Psychology 
BUg 
LOST ft FOUND 
FOUND: ona pair wirs framad glaaaaa in hoi 
pmk caaa on E Wooatar (Dy Stata Discount) 
Cat Jula at 362-6883 to claim 
LOST Ona Box of Maclntoah Dak Can Madu 
384-2478 
LOST: Raymond Wan watch, whlta faca. Ok* 
alrap. Daap aantimantal value REWARO 
352-3428 
■NEED A CARBW BMP01181 
TO PROBLEM PREGNANCY? 
CAU 
FIRST HOPf PRIONANCY CENTER 
AT 364-HOPE 
FOR 
FREE PRIONANCY TI8TINO 
INFORMATION AND SUPPORT 
WE'RE HERS TO HELP YOU THROUGH ' 
PERSONALS 
"SIOMA NU • SMMA NU' SKUaA NU" 
Tha Brothers ol Horn. Nu would Hka to oen- 
gretulete tha tallowing for winning Spring 
Awarda at Formal: 
-Sigma Nu Man ol tha Yeer- MIKE PLOTWCK 
-Seam Nu swsetheariAMY HUTCHIN8 
-Sigma Nu Naur MembMMARK IECHTEL 
•StOMA NU-8MMA NU'OMA NU"0 
•Alpha Gamma Dene' 
00 BETA. 00 BALD' 
•Alpha Gemma Delta- 
DAILY DRINK SPECIALS 
Pncaa raducad Mon Fri 2-7 PM 
STINGER'S CAFE RIDES 
Eaatar Baikal Raffia 
Omaga Phi Alpha wi Da ssUng IKkaia n 
University HM from 10:00 to 4:00 on Tuaaday. 
March 29. Pnca of ths tickets ara $.50 aach or 
3 tor a $1    Drawmga *■ be hsU on Wednes 
day. March 30 Al procaada w4 Da donaiad to 
Eaatar Saab. 
JAZZAER08IC WORKOUT 
Clessos designed to fit Doth advanced and 
beginning levels  VISIT AND OET ONE FREE 
WORKOUT. Classes nek) 6-7 PM MR at ma 
Nail Guard Armory 212 E  Wooatar 
LET'S CELEBRATE ST. PATRICK'S DAY 
WITH WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION. 
COME AND JOIN OUR IRISH COFFEE HOURS 
THUR. MARCH 17.1 MS- 2:S0 TO 4:30 p.m. AT 
INTERNATIONAL LOUNGE, 411 SOUTH 
HALL. SNACK, REFRESHMENT, AND 
ENTERTAINMENTI 
REMINDER There ara axcNant atudanl 
teaching placements (an majors) avaaaolo si tha 
CLEVELAND area least and weal suburbs) tha 
Lorafn county araa and tha FIRELANDS COL- 
LEGE area PLAN NOW for Fan 1988 or Spr 
mg. 1989 Inquire al Room 318. Coesgs of 
Education or eel Dr Mary Joyce Lunn at (216) 
2363885     
RIDE NEEDEO 
TO THE NEW ENGLAND AREA |RI. CT. MA) 
WILL HELP W GAS » TOLLS HELP MEII 
SEAN 372-8306 
RIDE NEEDED TO TORONTO THIS WEEKEND 
WILL SHARE GAS CALL SANORO AT 
372-2301 OR 362-7304 
SERVICES OFFERED 
24 HOUR 
TYPtNG   WORD PROCESSING 
362-1818 
A to Z Data Cantor 
Helping you meet aW your typing needs 
146 S Man 352-5042 
Abortion, morning attar treatment 
Proud to Do pro choice 
Cantor lor Choice) II  Toledo O  255-7789 
Al your TYPING needs 
Prompt and ProfeeaUnal 
Clara 352-4017 
■ Jon tha I'm Dnvhg CkaV 
How can you receive free soft drtnka Dy Dang a 
designated driver? Get your "I'm Driving Club" 
card and lake il lo local Dam. Today! In tha 
Union foyer 9 30-4 00 
"MATT CAMPBELL- 
Thanks for tha GREAT time at Woodstock Hi By 
tha way. wham la my wnaakn? Remember. 
you don't need an sxcuss! 
Love. Leaner 
ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA 
Stingers Cafe 
Monday-Wedneeday-Frldey 
2-6 PM S3 76 
Amy Welsh 
Congratulation on Dang appontad to Order of 
Omega! 
Low tha Slaters of Alpha XI Dells 
Attention BGSU Students: The Brolhere of 
Sigma Nu would Ha to wish everyone a SAFE 
and happy spring break" Wa would also Ike lo 
congratulate thai weeks Brother of the Weak 
Oava Schwartzyl 
■Brother Foley and tha real ol the SNUs 
BGSU CONCERT AND UNIVERSITY BAND 
IN CONCERT 
Thuraday. March 17. 1988 
Jay C Jackson 8 Am E. Goodw.n 
conductors 
8 00 PM 
Kooecker Hall 
FREE 
Bobby > Slew. 
Conra-arJulationa on your PI Phi and Kappa Slg 
pnnhg. 
Love  Roon 
ChfO'a, AXO'a, Slg-Ep'a 
Tonight w* Da a Detail Gat phychad to do some 
pre spring Dreak partying)' 
 HT 
warn? Brad McDevitt 
ODE TO SMIMBRFAL 
IS 5p■*.'»(>, A*P 7Ime 
FOA STV0$AT3  7000 ON BAttK. 
70 SPtNfi £v£*Y LA37 0//»ef 
IN FLOAXIPA ji/rv, r» BAKC 
Time Tot>» Down 70 Dixie 
AND iVT A* AY CVIRY Tome 
Tt Fmt> tomt (itUf NAmipjAiYie 
up smcKin. ATovenioHt A7 Home 
LVIM&0N TrV* FlOAlPA BtACH 
UI7H BlK/viLPGltL S» AVC4A 
kUF 7Ht SUNTANOlL WITHIN AI*CH[ 
A*P ptfNiTtir DITTO 7ue Be**. 
JHtf SAeAK is DONS 
40P IT'S DOM ON YBI/A Kites 
70 FA AY THAT IMAU. T»Vf FUN 
yw ivwvfrv'r co*7KAcreD 
A SOCIAL DlStAst! 
WINTHROP TERRACE 
NOW RENTING FOR 
SUMMER AND FALL 
Hurry — Don't Miss OutH 
Apartments Going Fast!! 
3 Locations 
• Palmer Avenue 
• South Summit St. 
• Napoleon Road 
i^One and two bedroom apartments, 
furnished and unfurnished 
-frHeat, Water, and Trash removal 
all included 
•frOn Site Management 
ft Full-time Maintenance 
-&Swimming Pools 
-sir Close to Grocery Stores, Shopping, 
and Banks 
ft Special Summer Rates 
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT IF 
LEASE IS SIGNED BEFORE 
MARCH 31 
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd. 352-9135 9-12,1-7 Weekdays 10-4 Saturdays 
Coed Bicycle Toure 
Colorado Rocklee  1888   WhmmeMr rating. 
leaping, van support   Coaege Cycle Tours. 
1313)387-1370. 
DAILY ORMK SPECIALS 
Pnoee raduoad Mon.-m. 2-7 PM 
STWOER'S CAFE 
DRINKING AND DRIVING DONT MIX 
JOIN THE    IM DRIVING CLUB" TODAY' 
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE MON MARCH 14TH 
TO MARCH  17TH M THE UNION FOYER 
9 30-4 00 
DUNCAN - Surpnee! Happy Birthday from the 
USA" - LORA 
FUN LOVIN 1 8UNNM with a 
•MRU! and a •CMstTTY 
HEY THERE PIKE. DAVE RILEY' 
THANKS A LOT FOR A REAUY GREAT TIME 
AT THE KO DATE 0A8HI I HOPE YOU HAD 
FUNI 
LOVE. 
KATRINA 
HOW CAN SIGNING YOUR NAME ON ONE 
CARD SAVE YOUR LIFE AND MAYBE A 
FRIENDS? IT CAN a* ITS A MEMBERSHIP 
FOR THE "I'M DRIVING CLUB" BGSU S 
DESIGNATED DRIVER PROGRAM ALL YOU 
HAVE TO 00 IS SIGN A MEMBERSHIP CARD 
IN THE UNION FOYER TODAY FROM 8:30 TO 
4:00 THEN BE A DESIGNATED DRIVER FOR 
TWO OR MORE OF YOUR FRIENDS SHOW 
THE CARD AT LOCAL BARS AND RECEIVE 
FREE SOFT DRINKS ALL NIGHT" MEMBER 
SHIP DRIVE 9 30-4 00 IN THE UNION FOYER 
Howdy Cynthl! 
"Enghe'a ready, tha plena a) taking off Gong 
to Bahama islands   Yearn Two more days and 
we'■ be there1 Getting a tan. playing m tha 
water OH! Don't forget those straw hats' 
Hay mon, wal have tha Brno of our sveai 
RomnHa tova. Brandts* 
Julie Ann Vemara 
Congradulatlons on your Phi Mu • Slg Ep laveler- 
ng to your man. Aril 
P. 8.      Cheers"'    Love,   your   Alpha   Phi 
roornrnata.Klmbarty 
Karen, uaa. Ma~ 
I hope you guys are ready to rol. Tha Florida 
Crutee Motxe haa ona da snnation and ona on- 
ly I'm looking toward to a great weak of Fun n 
tha Sunn 
Love. Jane 
Kneuea. 
Surprise' How a It gong? Or « it gonn already' 
Watch out tor thoae stray woiee Thay ara pret- 
ty dangaroua Have an awesome Break1 
Flta 
MARCH is EMOTIONAL WELLNE8S 
MONTH 
Learn to aaaaaa your imitations aa a person, n 
order to malntan aaOafyng relatlonahlpa with 
others For more Information on ttva dananalon 
of welnaea and oehara. vlaH tha Wei. 
BS Mover 
Congratulations on bang appontad to Order of 
Omega! 
Love tha Alpha Xl'a 
Oi Harba 1 Vltamna Store NOW HAS JOE 
WEBER'S Energy Drink Orange and Lemon 
Flavored and Amlno Adda. 188 S. Ms* 80 
Phi Kappa Tau  Founders day,  March   17. 
1808 82 years and all gong strong1 
PHa. ALssERTlNo" 
You ara bang watched vary cloaety i 
Leva. Your Secret Admirer 
PIKES 
Soccer waa fun' 
Wa know wa ara 11 
Thanx'a tha Chfo'a 
PS I'ma "Just tor tha fun ol«." 
Raaervatlona now bang taken tor summer 
storage 8-1 thru 8-1-88. Don't wait uhnH tha 
■at mnuta 352-4641   STOR-ALL 
Ride tha Spring Break Wave 
to Pablo's wtlh Owners from 7-8 and 
Bee* n' Roll featuring THE EXCHANGE 
■118. Main 
Seeking PEER NUTRITION CC4S8ULTANT8 
tor the 1888-89 academic yeerl Apptcationa 
now avaaaua tor al kinky dietetics makxa Stop 
by or oat THE WELL (220 Studani Health 
Cooler, 372-8302) Deedene « Apr! 16 
SENIOR CHALLENGE VOLUNTEERS 
MARKETING SEMWARS 
AFfL 4, 8:11 PM 220 MATH SCIENCE 
APR. 8, 8:18 PM 210 MATH SCIENCE 
DON'T FOROETI 
SENIOR OIVINO WEEK 
TWTIaaiOFOURJVES 
APRIL 11-18 
Bering Break Bterta Thuraday 
m 
Pablo's Menken Restaurant and Cantlna 
881 8. Main 
DfMERS 7-8 THE EXCHANGE alerting after 
STINGER'S CAFE 
t 78 Suba after 10 PM 
EMM only. 
Tha Brothere ZaU Beta Tau would Ike to con 
gradueM Brother Jeff Dyer on hie levsterlng lo 
WaneyDsinear 
The Brothere of Sigma Phi Epeeon would Ike lo 
rsoogntie Grag DeCrene as our 1088 
Honorary initiate. Welcome to out 
I 
Th4a¥at8sSl BlsafiskffsAfi 
Congrstuaroona on wnnhg the Jaokle OnCDone 
Award 1 tha Spring AwanW 
Love the Swters of Alpha XI Delta 
Ta I ha Hottsst Redhasd on BO Campu s 
Oh   That's Mary Kay" 
Hevs a tremendous Birthday and a Greet Spring 
Break' II be tnnung of you whte I'm on ma 
alopasl 
Your Comactlcul Connection 
"A friend ihinka unJuM ImaYlaanfiianl snd 
•srtura ara prsbtoms too big Is solve I think 
ws're ell eatng to be In a let of Ireubw If as 
let that kind ot srtltuo. prevell." 
A member ol Amneety 
silarnatlonal atudant group 
in New Hempahlre 
AI-BOSU OCMB 474* 
"Oh. sghtenupCnrsMy, «'aonryyourhasrl" 
GO BETA. 00 BALDI 
•37 says* 
WANTED 
1 or 2 nonsmoking studious, but fun forneJe 
roommatee needed tor 8889 school year Apt. 
on Frana Call 372-4832 or 372-3893 
SOON!  
1 or 2 rmmtee needed lor aummsr ol '68-spnrn 
'88. 1 bdrm apt. across from Kohl Haa" on E 
Wooatar lutawee nd ) CM Meaaea or Donns at 
3538314. 
Female roommsts now or summsr. Own room 
Phone 362-1878  
Female wanted to shore homa-WtUtenouse 20 
mn from campus, nice yard, garden 8166 end 
half ol utllltlea 1-877-0883 alter 7. 
1 -877-6208 days 
KIYBOARO PLAYER NUOfD: EataDSshsd 
Toledo-area pop-rock band seeks new 
keyboard player Saa Brat M 211 Waal Hal or 
cat 419-382-6942 
Tstsmarkstng for Inaurenoe Offlca 
10 hr-waak 84-hr. Sand Resume  P.O  Bon 
696 Bowing Green 
WANTED 1, 2, or 3 female rwxrmstaaloT 
aummar and-or faa-epmg semesters Vary mce 
house, doss to campus Reasonable rant 
352 1668  
WANTED: One nonemoklng male to subleaae 
two badroomlwo bathroom apartment Fan 
1988 only. Cat 363-6318 
Ws buy cart; wrscked. kxiked or anythngl 
PH 362-6134 
YOUNG PROFESSIONAL FEMALE SEEKING 
ROOMMATE TO SHARE EXPENSES. NICE 
FURN APT CLOSE TO CAMPUS LYNNE 
354-3251 AFTER 6 PM 
HELP WANTED 
-  ATTENTION: — 
Technical writing Majors. Technical Editing Ma 
kxs 1 English Major. 
The BG News 
needs copy editors Please can Judl Kopp at 
372-2803 for more nto  
208 Counselors 8 Inetnietore Naadsdl 
Private, coed summer camp In Pooono Moun- 
tains, Northeastern Penn. Lohktan, PO BOX 
PaBO, Ksssalsailh, NJ 87088 1281-1784)888. 
Bartsndars and wsltreasss wanted LaFtoe's 
RaMaurant Grand RapUS. OH 832-3082 
FEDERAL. 8TATE 1 CIVIL SERVICE Jobe 
819,848-888.881   a year   Now  HklngCM 
JOB UNE 1-616-4683811 EM-F163SA 24 
HFV  
FOOT LOCKER. AMERSCA'8 MOST COM- 
PLETE ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR RETAILER, IS 
NOW OFFERING INTERNSHIPS IN BO. AND 
TOLEDO AREA ALL INTERNS WILL BE PLAC- 
EO IN MANAGER TRAINEE POSITIONS UPON 
ORADUATRON. FLEXIBLE HOURS APPLY M 
PERSON AT FOOT LOCKER. WOODLAND 
MALL, BO 
General Couneetora. 
Group leaders, arts-crafts dirsctor, Ifeguerde 
(W S 11. Nurse, food supp., oooka. buslnass 
mgr. Camps located n Dnogewaler and 
Leeeburg VA Can the Old Scout Council of the 
Nations Capital (202) 337-4300  
HIRING" 
Matropostan Poola la NOW hiring LIFEGUARDS 
for aummar hen n Cuya. Portage and Lake 
County Muat be CERTIFIED n Dissaving (CPR 
• preferred) Ca»741-g481 NOW tor en Inter- 
view. 
New England BrotherSiatar CampHMaas) 
Mah-Kee-Nec tor Boys -Denoee tor QMS. 
Counselor poeltlone for Program Spar leasts: Al 
Team Sports, sspsdaty Bessoel. Baakatbal. 
FWd Hookey, Soccer, end VoeSyDal; 26 Ten- 
rue opennga; also. Archery. Rrfiery and Baling: 
other openings Include Performing Alts. Fins 
Ana. Yearbook. Photography, video. Cooking. 
Sewing. Roeerekatng. Rocketry, Ropes, and 
SmM Crsft: Al Wetertront activities (Swanmlng. 
Skiing. SmM Craft), nguta Action Campng 
IBoyal 180 Undan Ava., Glen Ridge. NJ 
07028. (Okta) 44 Canter Grove Road. H-21. 
Randolph. NJ 07869 Phona (Boya) 
201-429-8622, IQtla) 201-32S-2727. 
NY,NY loving fsrnBaa King n affluent suburb* 
outside NYC are Interacted n hiring snargaKc. 
fleupie 4 loving ndMdueta to bo Ivs-n cnkl- 
oara providers Perfect job tor someone who 
bvss ohsdrsn 1 travssng 6 la ntoisslsd ai u*. 
ngayeer off Alao, aurntnar posMons i saatlll 
Please write or oal Pan Keaay (203) 
484-7847 6 Rabbit Hal Rd Weetport CT 
08880  
OVERSEAS JOBS .Summsr, yr round. 
Europe. 8. Amar.. Auetrsla. Asia. Al fleUe 
8900-2000 mo Skyitaeeng Free nfo. Write 
UC. PO Bi 52-OH03 Corona Del Mar, CA 
92626.  
Wood Craak Farm snd Greenhouse 
►wing tor seasonal help. Cygnet. OH 666-3086 
POM SALE 
1888 Chevy Spectrum. 4 door. 6 apeed. 
atsrso, AC. good oond. 20,000 ml 88200 or 
sake ovar paymanta. OH 362-6761  
I f*0VNs>TNs* TICKETS DETROIT TO FORT 
MEYER8..FL0RI0A 8-16 TO 8-88. 8*88 eeoh. 
WM seU separately. Celt Jan 171-taM 
ESCORT RADAR DETECTOR BRAND NEW 2 
POWER CORDS ANO WINDOW MOUNT IN- 
CLUDED  81 76 CAU 352-6009 
HART SKIS 200 cm war, Tyroas 280 Racing 
BMnge 8126 CM Kan M 363-3438 
Honda Aapenosds 1200 oo My eojppsd 10 
montha old 362-6343 or 372-2097 
SUNGLASSES 
VUARNET. RAY-BAN 
SERENQETTI, WAYFARER 
10H DISCOUNT WITH AD 
1022 N PROSPECT 362-2602 
FOR RENT 
1 brim apartments for summsr 1868 and 
68-89 school yaar. 128 8. Summit 
1 267-3341 
1 bdrm turn. apt. aval for aummar aa of 6-7 
Rant 1120 a mo I uw and la nsgot OCMB 
5756 or 3540104 after 4. 
1 semester M lease 8340 e month Furnished 
aftlclency. Al utanss oak). Limited number left 
PH 364-3182 or 3621620 
2 bdrm. apt for summer SB. Close to campua. 
pod, AC. osshwsaner 1. 2. or 3 rmtss Rent 
negot 362-4ggp or 362-2027 
APARTMENTS FOR Rf NT, 6 ANO 12 MONTH 
 , CAU TIM AT I52-7U2 
APTS FOR 1988-89, Summer 88 
BOO Third 8t-2 bdrm. 4 person occupancy 
624 Sialh St. 2 bdrm, 2-3 parson occupancy 
Gas   haatsd.   AC,   ample   perking,   ewndry 
fscease Owners pay Mutiatlee except electric 
Rassrjnstll rstss CM 352-4988 (bstwean 6 
PMsnd 10PMI 
BE8T HOUSE IN B G FOR SUMMER SB TWO 
OR MORE SUBLEASES AVAILABLE VERY 
NEGOTIABLE  354-4620 JIM OR RANDY 
CONVENIENCE PLUS COMFORT 
Furnlehed Efficiency Apertmenta 
FREE HEAT. AC. « WATER 
FTtvMe PariOng 
9 or 12 mo. 
CALL R.E. MANAGEMENT TOOAYI 
182-8102 
FOR RENT 
Excatant location on corner of Court and Sum 
ma Street. Summsr only 880 a mo ee for four 
students UH nckided CM tor leas Van tour or 
ntormatlon 362-2932 
QUADS OR QUIET UNDCRGRADS 
2 bdrm 2-3 people 12 month lease 
FREE host. AC. cooking, water 
VERY ATTRACTIVE BOH DING" 
We have e few aummar rantaM 
avaaehie tool 
House tor rant: Summer and-or FM  Woostor 
acroaa from campua 352-6000 
HOUSES FOR 88 69 SCHOOL YEAR 
PLEASE CALL 384-7701 
OR 362-2330 AFTER 6:00 
Jay-Mai Apartments 
Summer 1 FM Rsntala: Clean, aftoroab* 
and prtvatery owned-we care about you! 
Fum-Unfum. laundry. AC 
New Owner special: FREE cable TV 
netaaabon If leased tor FM by 
6-15-68 
364-6038 or 693-1081 
LOOKING FOR LUXURY 
ROCKLEOOE MANOR 
Limited number avaasbie. 2 bdrm . 
2 tul bathe, dbthwashsr. spsdous 
And Mora- 
LOOK TOOAYI 
RE. MANAGEMENT »2-aX!3 
Must autlaaaa 1 bdrm apt -furnlehed doee to 
campus, AC-tor summsr 8600 
Now Isssng-Msy thru Aug. Laaaes 1, 2 oO 
bdrm sets 8 houass Yea. wa do alow pats 
363-1336 
Now leeelng new 2 bdrm   sets   tor AuguM 
8360 a month plus utsWes. Cat 669 3148 
Now Leasing tor Summer and FM 
HAVEN HOUSE 
PEBMONT APARTMENTS 
Al rasiosnts raoMvs S Frss msmbsrehlp to 
Chsrrywood Health Spa 
362-8378 
Smoking roommstss tor Spring snd FM 
block from campua M4ke 363-0344 
Summer Renlala 3 month lessee 
Apsrimerifs-Houssa Rooms 
Phona 352-7385 
TAKE A LOOK AT..... 
AFFORDABLE. 2 BDRM  1 1-2 BATH 
APARTMENTS. FURNISHED ANO UNFURN 
9or 12 mo. losses BvaasNs 
TAKE A LOOK TOOAYI 
RE. MANAGEMENT 
Wanted: Male 
To share * large, aftordabb) w*h fan lematee 
and soother malt for upcoming aummar. Per 
more hto oM Chrta « 353-7611 
'Attention 
BG NEWS ADVERTISERS 
Classified and Display 
Deadline for advertising copy to be published 
Tuesday, March 29 is Friday, March 18, 4 p.m. due 
to Spring Break (March 21-25). 
372-2601 214 West Hall 
